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ABSTRACT
ThiB study reports on an intensive
archaeologi.:!al BUIVey of the location proposed for an
expansion of the Macon County Airport, situated about

3 miles norlhwest of Franklin, N orlh Carolina in
central Macon County. The expansion

will

involve

erlending the paved runway and taxiway 600 feet to the
west, crossing lotla Branch. The work will also involve

the grading of the runway approach for an additional
1,400 feet. This will result in the removal of much of
a current

hill.side

31MA77. Site 31MA342 coruiisted of possible Qualia
hamlet identified in Dr. Harvard Ayres in 1991. Site
31MA77 was originally reporled by Mr. Brian Egloff in
1965. This site was suggested to be Joree.

and flat terrace, overlooking

Iotla

Branch to the south.

Consultation with the Western Regional
Office's Staff Archaeologist, Dr. David Moore, revealed
that his office was concerned about both sites. Since it
appeared that both sites were late prehistoric or historic
and might contain human burials, we also advised the
Cherokee Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, Mr.

James Bird, of our work.
At the time of the survey the area was fairly
open. The porlion eaBt of Iotla Branch is in the
floodplain and vegetation Cm1Bisted of b;amb\es and
graBs. The portion to the W<'Sl included some additional
floodplain, but was dominated by an agricultural field,
previously planted in corn but currently fallow. The
total survey area is approximately 26.6 acres.

The proposed use of the tract will result in
clearing and grubbing, ""sociated with exteruive grading
and construction. This has the potential to damage or
destroy any archaeological sites which right be present.
The proposed col1Blruction will use federal funding and

this

study was conducted in order to aasist Macon

County comply with the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966 "" amended. Our proposal for these
investigations was submitted on January 28 in response

to a request dated January 17, '.lOOO and was approved
on February 22, 2000. The field investigations were
conducted on March 13-16, 2000 and required a total
of 38 person hours.
Coruultation with the Architectural Branch of
the N. C. Division of Cultural Resources revealed no
National Register properties or surveyed sites in the
immediate a.rea. In contrast, an investigation of the site

files at the N.C. Office of State Archaeology revealed a
number of previously recorded archaeological sites in the

immediate tract vicinity, including 31MA342 and

The archaeological survey of the portion east
of Iotla Branch, in the proximity of 31MA342,
consisted of shovel testing at 50-foot intervals. This
resulted in the excavation of 36 shovel tests. In the
much larger area to the west of Iotla Branch, shovel
testing was conducted at 100-foot intervals, with the
excavation of 86 shovel teat.. All shovel test fill was
screened through \/4-inch mesh and the shovel tests were
backfilled at the completion of the study.
To the east we found extensive disturbance

caused by the corulruction of the existing runway
extension, completed about 1997. We failed to identify
any evidence of 31MA342 extending into the survey
area. In order to verify this, we attempted to relocate the
site. In tbs process, we did recover some material to the
north-northeast of the survey tract, but it appea.rs that
the porlion of the site on the airporl properly was

heavily damaged by this earlier expansion.
To the west we discovered that virlually all of
the field included remains attributable to 31MA77. At
the northern. edge there was extensive erosion, typically

with all of the A horizon removed to the underlying stiff
red clay subsoil. In the center of the field we found
consid.,;able deposition, with shovel tests to depths of
1.5 to 1.8 feet before subsoil was encountered. In
several teste subsoil was not identified, suggesting the

possibility of featu"''"· At the southern edge of the
survey tract we typically found a more common

Ap

horizon about 0.8 food in depth overlying subsoil. We
discovered that the site iB biBected by SR-1434 (Mount
Olive Road) and that artifacts continue to the south on
the terrace above the floodplain. No artifacts were

found, howeve<, in the lotla Branch floodplain.
Site 31MA77, based on the ran,!e of materials
recovered, site size, depth of the plowzone (which may

provide protection lo underlying features), inability to
identify the subsoil in multiple tests, and associated
historic connections,

is recommended potentially

eligible for inclusion on the National RegiBter of
Historic Places.

We recommend that the project be redesigned
to avoid this site. If that iB not possible, then it will be
necessary to conduct Phase II testIDii in order to collect
the inforn1ation necessary to allow a determination of

eligibility. This testing will include both formal units
and mechanical stripping, with the goal of determining
whether features are preseri.t. The scope of this testing

should be developed in conjunction with the
Office of State Archaeology.
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INTRODUCTION
Back&ound

This

The survey area included a triangular strip of
investigation was conducted by Dr.

Michael T rink!ey and Mr. Tom Covington of Chicora
Foundation, Inc. for the firm of W.K. Dickson. The

land on the east side of Iotla Branch measuring about
600 feet north-wuth and 450 feet east-west (maximum
dimension), repre.senting about 3.3 acres. The only
topography exhibited in this area is the fill which waB

survey area is parl of the current Macon County

placed

Airport, .. well .. an agricultural field to the west of the

completed about 1997. Thia h.. resulted in a
"peninsula" of gra.sed red clay and crush-run fill
extending westward into the floodplain of the crsek.
E!.ewhere the ground tends to be low and wet and the
vegetation consists of tall weeds and brambles.

airport's exll!ting runway.
The survey was intended to examine an area
proposed for the construction of a runway expansion.
The work would ll1volve eA'iending the existing concrete

rui

a result of a previous runway exparuion,

runway and taxiway from the existing facilities 600 feet
to the west, along with relocation of utilities and other

To the west of lotk Branch there is additional
low floodplain covered with a tangle of vegetation and

filling in of

then a gradual slope up into a broad terrace running
east-west which ia normally under cultivatlon in corn.

associated construction issues {such as the

the intervening lotk Branch drainage). The work would ·
al.o include grading and preparing of a safety area
extending west off the runway for an additional 1,400
feet. The entire survey,
approximately 26.6 acres.

thei:efore,

included

The construction iB anticipated. tc:i use federal

funds and this survey WaB conducted lo assist the W.K.
Dickwn and Macon County comply with the provisions
of the National Historic Preservation Act. Chicora
Foundation received a request for a technical and

There is al.o a sleep hill slope at the northwest comer,
. representing the valley wall. To the south the
topography slopes down into the broad 9pen floodplain
of the branch, which is also cultivated. Thia portion of
the survey tract measures about 550 by 1400 feet and
incorporates an additional 23.3 acres.

The background research for this current study
krgely relies on the information identified in the files of
the North Carolina Office of State Archaeology. Our

budgetary proposal on January 17 and responded on
January 28, 2000. Thia proposal WaB accepted by W.K.
Dickson on February 22, 2000. The field inv..Ogations
were conducted from March 13 through March 15 and
required a total of 38 person hours.

work incorporated a review of the site files at the Office

The Macon County Airport is situated about
3 miles northwest of the town of Franklin, North
Carolina, and about 55 miles southwest of A.heville,
North Carolina (Figure 1). The airport is reported to be
one of the few knding strips capable of handling midsized private planes west of A.heville and this is
promoting the need for expansion. The airport facility
ill situated in the middle of the Iotla Branch floodplain,
surrounded by sleep topography to the north and south
(Figure 2).

While no architectursl or above-ground

of State Archaeology, as well as a review of the files at
the .Architecture Branch, for informatio:r;i on any
buildings, districts, structures, sites, or objects which

might have been identified in the immediate area.

resources were identified, two archaeological sites

(Figure 3) were identified as potentially being within the
project's area of potential effect (APE). One,
31MA342, had been identified in 1991 by De. Harvard
Ayces of Appalachian State University as part of the
proposed expansion completed in 1997 (Ayres 1991).
Thia site was reported to coruist of a scatter of

Qualla

ceramics and perhaps represent a Cherokee hamlet. Site
eligibility was apparently nevec resolved, but the airport
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Figure 2. Project area of the Macon County Airport expansion (basemap is USGS Franklin 1,24,000).
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expansion was to take plaae without

affecting the site.
The other archaeological site,

31MA77, waB originally recorded by Brian
Egloff in 1%5 and was one of the sites
used in his study of Qualla pottery (Egloff
1967). In fact, this site was suggested by
Egloff to represent Joree, who also noted
that "a concentration of charcoal and

daub

indicates the presence of a burned slruoture
adjacent to a small tributary of Iotla Creek"
(Egloff 1967:12).
Regrettably no
indication of that particular feature lil

shown on his site form. While the
assemblage from this site coruii.ted almost
entirely of Qualia ceramics, single examples

of both Connestee and Pisgah were also
reported (Egloff 19b7:Table 2).
There were a number of additional sites,

identified primarily to the northeast within the
floodplain setting (including several at the east end of
the runway). None of these sites, however, will likely be
impacted

31MA342, as well as of the portion of site 31MA77
situated on the south side of SR1434. This work was
intended to help us .;_.aluate the extent of these sites
outside the identified APE.

by the proposed construction
Site 31MA342 was not found within the
survey area and it does not appear that tbs site

will be

affected by the proposed undertaking. Our brief
The primary goal of this study was to identify
the archaeological resources located on the 2/J.6 aore

expansion of the Macon County Auport. The

investigationr however, suggests that it may have been
extensively damaged by the previous airport expansion
project.

~sessment of the resources essentially involves the sites'

eligibility for inclusion on the National Regi.ter of
Historic Places, although Chicora Foundation provides
only an opinion of National RegiBter eligibility and the
final determination iB made by the lead agency in
consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO).
In order to identify archaeological resources

within the 26.6 acre survey traclr a strategy of intensive

Site 31MA77 waB reidentified. .fu indicated by
Egloff, the site seems to cover most of the field west of
the airport. Our investigations found a variety of
materials is the shovel tests. Several shovel tests were

very deep, su£gesting the possibility that features may be
present. AB a result, we have suggested that this site is
potentially eligible for inclusion on the National

Regi.ter of Hirloric Places under Criterion D (potential
to provide important information). If additional

shovel testing was employed. In the area to the east of
lotla Branch, we used testing at 50 foot intervals to

research can demonstrate that this is, in fact, the

determine if any portion of 31 MA342 might extend
into the APE. On the west side of Iotla Branch, where

National Register under Criterion A (association with
historic events or activities). If this site cannot be

a muah larger field -

situated, we used

avoided by the proposed undertaking, then additional

a 100-foot testing interval. In addition, we also
conducted a brief pedestrian survey of the vicinity of

eligibility must be undertaken. We are recommending a

4

and site -

was

putative site of Joree, it may also be eligible for the

research to resolve the issue of National Register

INTRODUCTION

program of additional research which involves both
historic doaumenlation and also field investigations.
This shou,ld be evaluated by the Office of State
Archaeology.

Archaeological site forms for 31MA342 and
31 MA77 have been fJeJ with the North Carolina
Office of State Archaeology. The colleotioru from this
project are king traruferred to that agency for
permanent curation, along with field notes and artifact

catalogs resulting from this investigation. Site 31MA77
has been assigned accession number 200281 and site
31.MA342 has been assigned accession number

200282.
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
AMSL at the top of Standing Indian Mountain.
The project area, in the extreme southwestern

edge of North Carolina, is located in Macon County. It
is situated in the mountains west of the East
Continental Divide (which separates waler drainage west
to the Missllisippi River and east to the .A!lantic Ocean).
In the Appalachian Mountains the topography varies
dramatically, from nearly level in the floodplains to

Macon County is bordered to the north by
Swain and Graham counties, to the east by Jackson

forty peaks exceeding an elevation of 6,000 feet ahove
mean sea level (AMSL), the bulk of the Appalachian

county, and to the west by Clay and Cherokee counties.
To the south it is bordered by Rabon County, Georgia.
Although a portion of the county's botlll.daries follow
the Chattooga River to the southeast (a small part of
the county weal of the town of Highlands is in the
Chattooga River watershed) and the Nantahala River to
the weal (which is part of the Lttle T enneasee River
drainage), moat of the borders consist of divides and

region has elevations ranging from about 2,000 to

other features.

nearly vertical on sheer rock cliffs. While there are over

5,000 feet AMSL.
The

Blue

Ridge

Province

consists

of

Macon County exhibits this same range, with
mountains, low rolling hills, floodplains, and law stream

mountains that are the remnants of former highlands
that antedate the lower peneplains on either side

terraces. In Macon County the elevations range from

(Fenneman 1938). In geological terms they are
classilied as "subdued," indicating that their height and

ahout 1,800 feet AMSL where the Lttle Tennessee
flows into Swain County in the north to 5,500 feet

steepness are so far lost that only a relatively thin

mantle of decayed
rock remains

over

the
underlying
bedrock. T alw slopes
and bare cliffs, while
present, are
Summits

rare.
are

commonly rounded
and ~e mountain
peaks are infrequent.
Compared to ranges

such as the Rocky
Mountains, the Blue
Ridge is not high.
Moreover,
the
climate in the area is
far more humid and

this has also helped
to round the peaks.
The survey
tracl is situated in an

7
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area called the Io!la Valley, a reference to the broad
open floodplah1 of the Iotla Creek (into which Iotla
Branch flows). Many ako refer to areas suah as this as

coves - broad, generally oval-shaped valleys with
smooth floors (see Keel 1976:4).

there are a crystalline sclllirl:s -

metamorphic rocks

created during the process of the mountain building.
Much of the area is characterized by the presence of
steep mountains cut by rivers and creeks with generally
narrow valleys that are subject to flooding.

In the project area the elevations range from

The geology of the region provides a wealth of

about 2,013 feet AMSL in the lotla Branch floodplain
to 2,062 feel AMSL in the norlhwe•l corner of the
tract on lop of the hill overlooking the floodplain. The
topography remains relatively level through the central
porlion of the survey area, but begin lo slope gradually
lo tl1e wee! and north in the northern tltlrd of the tract.
On the southern portion of the survey parcel the
topography begi= to elope back up and tb. slight rise
h.,, been bisected by the conelruction of SR-1434. &
a result, the study area is almost bowl shaped, although
the "rim" is far more pronounced on the north and west

raw materials useful to Native Americans. Quartz is
common, either as low-quality weathered materials or

than it is to south.

poorly drained soils that are formed in alluvium and
found_ on the floodplains. The Hayesvi.l.le-Braddock
Aesooiation, found on gently sloping lo moderately sleep
are.,,, consists of predominately clayey soils which have
formed from weathered metamorphic rock. This
aesociation is typically found on the low, rolling hills
above the floodplains. Surrounding the area is the

Figure 4 provide. an impression of the rolling
topography in this area. Both 31MA342 and 31MA77
are not situated in the floodplain, but on the firet
terra.ce above. If the surveys thus fa-r conduated are
accurate, it appears that virtually no settlements occur

in the floodplain -

they are all found on the upper

higher-quality materials found in small outcrops. Cheri
is found to the west in the Ridge and Valley area of
eastern Tennessee.

This was recognized years ago as one

of the favorite sources of raw materials for the Cherokee
and other native groups in the area (see Keel 1976:5).
The project area is characlerized by three broad
soil a.Bsociations. The Roseman-Reddies-ToxawRy
Association consists of nearly level, well drained to very

Eva1:d-Cowee-Saunook ~sociation. This association

terraces, just below the upper slopes of the mountains_
winch define the valley or cove. This feature was briefly

coru!ists of loamy soils which formed in material

noted by Bartram, who observed that:

The soils are found most commonly in the low
mountains (l1wmaB 1996:7-10).

weathered from metamorphic rock or from colluvium.

These owel61g blls the prolific beds
on which the towering mountain.a
repose,

seem

to

have been

the

common situations of the towns of
the ancients, as appears from the

remaining ruins of them yet to be

seen, and the level rich vale and
meadoWll in front, their planting
grounds
(Barham
1980

[1792] :344).

Thomas (1996) identilieJ four soils in the
project area. To the east of lotla Branch there are two
soils eeriee. There is a emall remnant area of Dillsboro

loam which has not been completely covered by the
airport runway and taxiway. These soJ.e are generally
found on high stream terraces and. include a surface
layer of dark brown (7.5YR3/2) loam aboul 1.0 foot in

depth, overlying a strong brown (7.5YR5/6) clay loam.
The remainder of the area consists of T oxaway loam, a

soil type that is described as frequently flooded. In these
areas there is a surface laye:r up to 1.2 foot in depth of

The rocks that

make up the province include

Precambrian granite and gneissr while to the south

theze is also a thick layer of late Pw:ambrian
sedhnenlary rocks, consisting of poorly wried silt.tones,
sandstones, and conglomerates (Hunt 1967). Elsewhere

8

dark brown (7 .5YR3/2) loam overlying an additional
1.8 feel of black (7.5YR2.5/l) loam. Below this is a
dark gray (7.5YR4/l) loam. Much of this profile
exhiliits the reduction typical of wet, or frequently
flooded, soils (Thomas 1996:59, 122).

I
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To the west of Iotla Branch there is a similar
narrow band of T oxaway loam along the floodplain of
the creek. Above

this,

however, there is a broad expanse

of Dilkboro loam. These soils are found on gently

present. The problem 1 it seems, is related to the
decreased vegetative cover which has come to

characterize farming (and development practices) in the
mid- to late twentieth century.

sloping, very deep, well drained stream terraces. The

soils exhibit an Ap horizon of dark brown (7.5YR3/2)
loam over a subsoil of strong brown (7.SYR5/6) clay
loam which grades into a strong brown cky. Included in
this mapping class are small areas of Braddock soils.
Generally found on small knoll., - such as are found in
the study tract - these have an eroded surface layer of
cky loam and a subsoil that is redder than found in the
Dill.,boroSeries (Thomas 1996:59).
Upslope are found Hayesville clay loarnS with
an 8 to 15% slope. These eoils are found on moderately
broad ridges and have an Ap horizon 0 .5 foot in depth
of reddish-brown (5YR4/4) clay loam over a sub,oil of
red (10R5/8) clay. There is ako a very small area of
Hayesville clay loam with 15 to 30% slopes. On these

Climate
The North Carolina mountains are not only
cooler than elsewhere in the state, giving the region a

climate similar to coastal Washington and Oregon, but
they result in increased precipitation because of their
orographic influence. In other words, the warm, moist
air masses moving in from the west (and from the
south) will cool and condense water vapor as they rise
over the mountains. The resulting cloud cover usually
results in either dense rainfall, or snowfall. Once over
the mountains, the air warms rapidly as it descends and
causes drier conditions elsewhere in the state.

Thie effect can

he

seen locally, as well. For

soils the surface profile iB thinner because of erosion,

example, the average annual rainfall. in the FranlJin

but the underlaying subsoil is identical (Thomas
1996:86:87).

area, with an elevation of 2,600 feet AMSL, is ah<mt
52 inches. In HiglJands, where the elevation is 4,100
feet AMSL, the rainfall is about 85 inches a year
(Thomas 1996:3). Similar variations occur in

In spite of the exceptional slopes fmmd in the
region, Lee (1934) notes that there is little erosion in

temperature, snowfall, freeze dates, and of course, the

the more rugged areas of Macon County. In the
agricultural lands around Franklin, however, he noted

length of the growing season.

that there was severe sheet erosion and in the Iotla.
Valley area, he plotted. "severe sheet erosion frequent

The 52 inches of rainfall in the project area
are spread over the year, with about half, or 26 inches,

depression-era

occurring froni April through September, the growing

agriculture was taking a terrible toll on the region' a land

season for most crops. In one out of every five years the
rainfall drops below 22 inches. Since corn requires at

gullies,"

a

clear

indication

that

resources.Today some evidence can still be seen of this
- soils on the upper slopes of the tract's northwestern
comer exhibit such severe sheet erosion that the red clay

subsoil is exposed and cultivation is simply tilling up
clay. It is likely that cultivation, especially on the slopes
and ridge crests, has had a significant impai;.<t on
archaeological resources in the area.

In fact Gade and Stillwell suggest that erosion
continues to be a signili.cant issue for the mountains,
where the erosion rate is higher than the state average

of 7.58 tons per acre per year. They note that this

least 20 inches of rainfall distributed throughout the
gwwing season (Wannl977:183), the Franklin area is
at the edge of "safe• cultivation, particularly for N atiw
Americans, and holds the potential for greatly reduced
crop yields

and even crop failure.

In winter the average temperature is 39 ° F and
in the summer the average is 85°F. The humidity
averages about 60°/o, resulting in moderately
comfortable conditions in the summer, but a feeling of
cold damp in the winter.

:region is at patliculaT risk because of the steep slopes,

heavy rainfall, and concentrated f!uvial action (Gade
and Stillwell 1986:221). This tells only part of the
story since all of the,. conditions have historically been

Snowfall in the Franklin area averages ahout
8 inches during the winter. It is ako during the winter
when the prevailing winds, from the north, are the
9
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strongest, averaging about 10 miles per hour.

Florirlic•
Watson voices the obsenration that most

historians have noticed frequently the one
characteristic which drew the attention of visitors,
traders, or explorersr was the vegetation. He comments
that these early travelers all agreed on one subject that trees were everywhere, "everywhere there were

wood. - dark, forbidding, and derue" {Watson 1983:
5). This was echoed in Bartram's ccmment as his guide,
Mr. Galahan, left him in the midst of the Jore
Mountains, "I was left again wandering along in the
dreary mountains, not entirely pathless, nor in my
present situation entirely agreeable" {Bartram 1980

[1792]:358).
The natural vegetation of the project area is

classified by Braun (1950) as the Southern
Appalachians of the Oak-Chestnut Forest Region.
Here, too, there is trernendoUB variationr depending on
elevation. Braun notes that because of the diversity in
topography and range in altitude, there "are great

differences in forest vegetation" (Braun 1950:196).
She observes that many classify the vegetation into

three distinot categories: moist slope and cave, dry slope
and ridge; and spruce forests. Barry (1980) recognizes
this diversity and proposes a range of vegetative typea,

including riverbanks and alder zones, floodplain forests,
mixed mesophytia forests - cove segregates, mixed
mesophytic forests - slope segregates, ridgetops and
upland oak forests, pine forests, and rock communities.

On the steep south-facing gaps, there is often
a deciduous forest of beech, yellow birch, and sugar
maple, known as "northern hardwoods" and this
frequently replaces the spruce-fir forest which is more
sensitive to wind stress. Deciduous forests, however, are
best developed in the lower elevatioD.B where conditions
promote large, dense growth. Cove forests, in contrast,

contain a variety of plants, including hilip poplar, yellow
buckeye, hemlock, white pine, beech, birch, and maple.
On the drier, south-facing slopes there are oak., which
have replaced the American chestnuts (these covered up
to 80°/o of the area prior to the introduction of the

bhght in the 1920s).

10

It was out of this exceedingly rich and diverae
flora that the Cherokee developed a wide variety of
medicinal pknts. Mooney (1891:324-327) identified
20 plants. Baas (1977) has suggested that it was the
cove hardwood associations or mixed mesophytic forests
- cove segregates that offered the most medicinal and

edible wild plants to the Cherokee.
The flora of the project area today beara httle
resemblance to that which might have been present even
500 years ago. The bottomlands are entirely cleared,
and much of the upland has been converted into
pasture. As Webb and Keith (1998: 10) observe, thls
procees of alteration began shortly after the .Am.erican
Revolution, but there is today increased pressure
resulting from economic development. Macon County,
for example, shows the largest number of recreational
home lots in the region, and newcomers accounted for

94% of the growth in the late twentieth century (Gade
and Stillwell 1986:219).

In the floodplain of lotla Branch between the
airport to the east and the cultivated field. to the west
there is but a fringe vegetation of trees, with much of

the area covered in brambles and other bruSh. Upslope
from the cultivated field. in the western portion of the
tract there is a large pasture, while to the south, the
floodplain of lotla Creek has been cleared and is also
planted.

PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Prehistoric Overview
1

Overviews for North Carolina s prehistory,

Blade through the Hardaway-Dalton to the Hardaway
Side-Notched, eventually to the Palmer Side-Notched
(Oliver 1985:199-200). While convincingly argued,

while of differing length. and complexity, are available

this approach is not universally accepted.

in virtually every compliance report prepared. There are,
11
in addition, some 11classia sources well worth attention,
1
such as Joffre Coe s Fonnative. Cu!turu (Coe 1964), aa

does not appear to have been intenBive. Artifacts are

well as some new general overviews (such as Mathis and

Crow 1983). There are abo a number of theses and
dissertations prepared e:Xploring the Cherokee, region.

Only a few of the many sources are included in this
study, but they should be adequate to give the reader a
"feel" for the area and help establish a context for the
various sites identified in the study areas. For those
desiring a more general synthesis, perhaps the most
readable and well balanced iB that offered by Judith

Beme (1994), Archaeology oft/.,,, Soutf1easlern Unit.J
Stote8' Paleoindian to World War I. Figure 5 offers a
generalized view of North Carolina's cultural periods.
Paleoindian Period

The Paleoindian occupation, whtle widespread,
most frequently found along major river drainages,
which Michie interprets to support the concept of ·an
11
economy oriented toward the exploitation of now

extinct mega-fauna" (Michie 1977:124).Survey data for
Paleoindian tools, most notably fluted points, iB rather
datedfor North Carolina {Brennan 1982; Peck 1988;
Perkinson 1971, 1973; cf. Anderson 1990). In spite
of this, the distribution . offered by Anderson
(1992b:Figure 5.1) reveal. a rather "general, and
widespread, occurrence throughout the region.
Dietinctive projectile points include lanceolates
such ae Clovis, Dalton, perhaps the Hardaway (Coe
1964; Phelps 1983; Oliver 1985). A temporal

sequence of Paleoindian projectile points was proposed

The PaleoindiBn Period, most commonly dated
from about 12,000 to 10,000 B.P., iB evidenced by
basally thinned, side-notch projectile points; fluted,
lanceolate projectile points, side scrapers, end scrapers;

and drtlls (Coe 1964; Williams 1965). Oliver (1981,
1985) has propOBed to extend the Paleoindian dating in
the North Carolina Piedmont to perhaps as early as
14,000 B.P., incorporating the Hardaway SideNotched and Palmer Corner-Notched types, usually

by Williams (1965:24-51), but according to Phelps
(1983:18) there iB little stratigraphic or chronometric
evidence for it. While this iB certainly true, a number of
authors, such as Anderson (l 992a) and Oliver (1985)
have assembled impres:oive data sets, We are inclined to

believe that while often not conolUBively proven by
stratigraphic excavations (and such proof may be an
unreasonable expectation), there is a large body of

accepted as Early Archaic, as representatives of the

circumstantial evidence. The weight of this evidence
tends to provide comiderable support.

terminal phase. This view, verbally suggested by Coe for
a number of years, hae conBiderable technological
appeal. 1 Oliver suggesle a continuity from the Hardaway

Paleoindian subsistence strategies, settlement systems,

1
While never d;,cw,,d by Coe al length, he did
observe that macy of the Hardaway pomt., especially ham the

period" (Coe 1964:64). While not an especially strong
statement1 it does reveal the formation of the concept.

Unforiunately, relatively little is known about

laweoit contexl:e, had facial fluting or thinning whi.ch, "in cases
where the side-notches or basal portions were missing, ...

Furlher wight;, offe"d by w.n!', (1983:63) all too brief

could be nlli;taken f°' fluted pomts of the Paleo-[ndiaa

eile (see .bo Daniel 1q92).

comments on the more recent investigations at the Hardaway
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or social organization (see, however, Anderson 1992b
for an excellent overview and synthesis of what is
known). Generally, archaeologists agree that the
Paleoindian groups were at a band level of society (see
Service 1966), were nomadic, and were both hunters

attractive ecotones.

and foragers. While population density, based on
isolated finds, is tb.ougb.t lo have been low, Waltb.all
suggests tbat toward tb.e end of tb.e period, "there was an

associated with a greater emphasis on foraging.

increase in population density and in territoriality and
that a number of new resource areas were beginning to

Many researchers have reported data suggestive
of a noticeable population increase from the Paleoindian

into the Early Archaic.

Thie

has tentatively been

Diagnostic Early Archaic artifacts include the Kirk
Corner Notched point. & the climate became hotter
and drier than the previous Paleoindian period,
resulting in vegetational changes,

if

also affected

settlement patterning as evidenced by a long-term Kirk
phase midden deposit at the Hardaway site (Coe
1964:60). Thie is believed lo have been the result of a

be exploited" {Waltb.all 1980:30).
Archaic Period

change in subsistence strategies.

Tb.e Archaic Period, wh.icb. dates from 10,000
lo 3,000 B.P. 2, does not form a sharp break with the

Settlements during the Early Archaic suggest

Paleoindi.an Period, but is a slow transition
characterized by a modern climate and an increase in
the diversity of material culture. Associated with this is
a reliance on a broad speah:um of small mammala,
although the white tailed deer was likely the most

the presence of a few very large, and apparently

commonly exploited animal. Archaic period
assemblages, exemplified by corner-notched and broad-

mentioned by Ward (1983:65). The base camps
produce a wide range of artifact types and raw materials

stemmed projectile points, are fairly common, perhaps
because the swamps and drainages offered especially

which has suggested to many researchers long-term,
perhaps seasonal or multi-'seasonal, Qccupation. In
contrast, the smaller sites -are thought of as Bpecial

intensively occupied, sites which can best be considered
base camps. Hardaway might be one such site. In
addition, there v.rere numerous small sites which produce

only a few artifacts -

these are

the

11

network

of tracks

11

pu:rpose or foraging aitea (se<> Ward 1983:67).
2

The terminal point for the .Archaic is no clearer
than that for the PJeoindian and many researchers suggest a

terminal date of 4,000 B.P. rather than 3,000 B.P.

The= is

also the question of whether ceramics, such as the fibertempered Stallings ware, will b6 included a.a Archaic, or will
he included with the Woodland. Oliver, for example, argues
that the inclusion of ceramics with Late Archaic attributes
"complicates and confuses cl!!.'lsilication and interpretation

neodl..,ly" (Oliver 1981:20). He comments thal acconliuii lo
the original definition of the .Archaic, H "represents a
11
preceramic horizon and that "the presence of ceramics
provides a convenient marker for separation of the .Archaic

and Woodland period, (Oliver 1981:21). Others would
counter that such an approach ignores cultural continuity and
forces an artilicial, and perhaps unrealistic, separation.

s.,,aman and And.,,on (1994:38-44), fm example, include
Stallings and Thom s Creek wares in their dliicuBBion of 1.ate
1

11

11

Archaic Pottery. While this issue has been of considerable
importance along the Carolina and Georgia coasts, it has
never affected the Piedmont, which seems to have embraced
potlecy far later, well into the convenlional Woodland period..
The importance of the issue in the Sandhills, ~orlunately,
is not well known. _

Middle Archaic (8,000 to 6,000 B.P.)
diagnostic

artifacts

include

Morrow

Mountain,

Guilford, Stanly and Halifax projectile points. Much of
our best information on the Middle Archaic comes from
BiteB investigated west of the Appalachian Mountains,

sucb. as the work by Jeff Chapman and his students in
the Little Tennessee River Valley (for a general overview
see Chapman 1977, l 985a, l 985b). There is good
evidence that Middle Archaic hthic technologies
changed dnunatically. End scrapers, al times associated
with Paleoindian haditions, are discontinued, raw
materiala tend to reflect the greater use of locally

available materials, and nmrtars are initially introduced.
Associated with these technological changes there seem
to also be some significant cultural modifications.
Prepared burials begin to more commonly occur and

storage pits are identified. The work at Middle Archaic
river valley sites, with their evidence of a divenie floral
and faunal subsistence base, Beems to stand in stark

contrast to Caldwell's Middle Archaic "Old Quartz

13
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Industry11 of Georgia and the Carolinasr where axes,

choppers, and ground and polished stone tools are very

The Late Archaic, UBUa.tiy dated from 6,000 to
3,000 or 4,000 B.P., is characterized by the
appearance of large, square stemmed. Savannah River

rare.

The available information has resulted in a
variety of competing settlement models. Some argue for
increa!led sedentism and a reduction of mobility (see

Goodyear et al. 1Q79:111). Ward argues that the most
appropriate model is one which includes relatively stable
and sedentary hunters and gatherers "primarily adapted
to the varied and rich resource base offered by the major
alluvial valleys" (Ward 1983:69). While he recognizes
11

the presence of inter-riverine11 sites, he discounts
explanations which focus on seasonal rounds, suggesting
11
altemative explanations ... [including] a wide ~nge of
adaptive responses." Most importantly, he notes that:

the seasonal° transhumanoe model
and the sedentary model are opposite
ends of a continuum, and in all

projeoH!e points (Coe 1964). These people continued to
intensively exploit the upland. much like earlier Archaic
groups, with the bulk of our data for this period coming
from the Uwharrie region in North Carolina.

One of the more debated issues of the Late
Archaic is the typology of the Savannah River Stemmed
1

and its various dnnmutive forms. Oliver, refining Coe s

(1964) original Savannah River Stemmed type and a
small variant from Gaston (South 1959:153-157),
developed a complete sequence of stemmed points that
decrease unilornJy in size through tiin~ (Oliver 1981,

1985). Speciliaal]y, he sees the progression from
Savannah River Stemmed to Small Savannah River
Stemmed to Gypsy Stemmed to Swannanoa from about
5000 B.P. to about 1,500 B.P. He also notes that the
latter two forms are associated with Woodland pottery.

likelihood variations on these two

themBB probably existed in different

This reconstruction is

sti.l.J. debated with a

regions at different times throughout

number of archaeologists expressing -concern with what

the Archaic period (Ward 1983:69).

they see as typological overlap and embiguity. They
point to a dearth of rediocarbOn dates and good

Others suggest increased mobility during the
Archaic (see Cable 1982). Saosaman (1 Q83) has
BU!lgeated that the Morrow Mountain phase people had
a great deal of residential mobility, based on the variety

excavation contexts at the same time they express

of environn1ental zones they are

concem with the application of this typolo!ll' outside the
North Carolina Piedmont

(see,

for a synopsis,

Sassaman and Anderson 1990:158-162, 1994:35).

found in and the lack

of site diverrity. The high level of mobility, coupled with
the rapid replacement of these points, may help explain
the seemingly large numbers of sites with Middle
Archaic assemblages.

In addition to the presence of Savannah River
points, the Late Archaic also witnessed the introduction
of steatite vessels (see Coe 1964:112-113; Sassaman
1993), polished and pecked stone arnfacts, and grinding
stones. Some also include the introduction of fiber-·

Recently Abbott et al. argue for a combination
of theee models, noting that the almost certain increase
in population levels probably resulted in a contraction of
local territories. With small territories there would have
been signili.cantly greater pressure to successfully exploit
the limited resources

by n1ore frequent

n1ovement of

camps. They discount the idea that these territories
could have been exploited from a single base camp
without horticultural technology. Abbott and his

tempered pottery about 4000 B.P. in the Late Archaic
(for a discnssion see Saesaman and Anderson 1994:3844). Tlllii innovation is of special importance along the
Georgia and South Carolina coasts, but seems to have

had only minimal impact in the upland. of South or
N orlh Carolina.
There is evidenc.e that during the Late Archaic

colleagues conclude, inc:reased residential mobility
under such conditioru may in fact represent a common

the climate began to approximate modem climatic
conditions. Rainfall increased resulting in a more lush
vegetation pattern. The pollen record indicates an

stage in the development of sedentism" (Abbott et al.
1995:9).

increase in pine which reduced the oak-hickory nut
masts which previously were so widespread. This change

11
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prnbably affected settlement patterning since nut masts
were now more isolated and concentrated. From
research in the Savannah River valley near Aiken,

South Carolina, Sassaman has found coruiderable
diversity in Late Archaic site types with sites occurring
in virtually eve:ry upland environmental zone. He

suggests that

this

more complex settlerllent pattern

evolved fro1n an increasingly complex socio-economic
syalem. While it is unlJwly that this model can be

simply trawferred to the SandhJI. of South Carolina
without an exteruive review of site data and microenvironmental data, it does demonstrate one approach

to underatanding the lraruiition from Archaic to
Woodland.

(Wauchope 1966:46-47) and Swannanoa (Keel
1976:260-266) ceramico (similar to the Kellogg focUB
of Northern Georgia). The Dunlap series is
characterized by a medium to coarse sand paste, fabric
impressions, and vessels with a simple jar or cup form.
The Swannanoa ceramics, with heavy crushed quartz
temper, are cord marked or fabric impressed conoidal
jara and simple bowls. Ot:her surface treatments consist

of simple stamping, check stamping, and smoothed
plain (Keel 1976:230). Early Woodland prnjectile
point types consist of Savannah River Stemmed {and

its variants), Swannanoa Stemmed (Keel 197b:l96198), Plott Stemmed (Keel 1976:126-127), and the
Transylvania Triangular (Holden 1966:54-56; Keel

1976:130).
Woodland Period
The Woodland period begins, by definition,
with the introduotion of fired clay pottery. While this
may have occurred as early as about 2000 B.C. along
the Carolina coaal, it likely didn't happen until about
700 B.C. in the North Carolina mountains. In eome
areas of the Carolina piedmont, pottery may not have

made an introduction until 500 B.C. Regardless, the
period from 2000 to 500 B.C. was a period of

This is ample evidence from both North and
South Carolina that there was increased mobility and
the exploitation of a greater variety of environmental
zones, including much greater uae of the inter-riverine

zone. In addition, research suggeata that these Early
Woodland sites may be classified as either having
pottery or characterized by only diagnostic points. The
Early Woodland in the atudy area is thought to extend
from about 750 B.C. thrnugh about 350 B.C.

tremendous change.

Middle Woodland
The subsialence economy during this period
was based primarily on deer hunting and fishing, with
supplemental inclusions of small mammals, birds,

reptiles, and shellfish. Various calculations of the
probable yield of deer, fish, and other food sources
identified from some coastal sites indicate that
sedentary life was not only possible, but probable.
Further inland it seernB likely that many N alive
American groups continued the previous established

patterns of band mobility. These frequent moves would
allow the groups to take advantage of various seasonal
resources, such as shad and sturgeon in the spring, nut
maals in the fall, and turkeys during the winter. It was

probably fairly late in the Woodland before horticulture,
much less agriculture, became a significant means of
subsistence.

Early Woodland
Artifacts typical of the Early Woodland in the
Piedmont and Appalachian region consist of Dunlap

Pottery typical of the Middle Woodland in the
area consists of the Pigeon (Keel 1976:256-260) and
Cartersville series. Pigeon is quartz tempered with
surface treatments of check stamping, simple stamping,
and brushing. This phase is expected to range from

about 350 B.C. to about AD. 300. The Cartersville
type is characterized by sand or grit paale with the
primary surface treatment being cordmarking, although
there are also check stamped and simple stamped
varieties. The Cartersville series is thought to be closely
related to the Deptford series on the Coast. Anderson
and Schuldenrein (1985:720) suggest that Cartersville
continues well into the Late Woodland period.
Projectile points typically found in association with

these wares are the Pigeon Side Notched (Keel
1976:127-129). Al.a found, and spanning the
following Connealee Phase, is the Garden Creek
Triangular point (Keel 1976:130-131). The Copena
Triangular is a rather vaguely defined point that tends
to occur in a broad range of Early to Middle Woodland
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contexts

throughout

the

Southeast.

They

are

diBtinguished by recurvate, lanceolate blades, and
straight ol'. excurvate bases.

transition between Connestee and Pisgah may hold
evidence of increasing dependence on cultigens.

Keel (1976) reported on the Garden Creek
Some suggest that the Middle Woodland
period reflects a new pattern of settlement,

with a move

to the floodplain that is suggested to signal a shift to
horticulture (Purrington 1983:136). To date this has

Mound No. 3 which contained a dominant Connestee
component based on George Heye's 1 Q15 examination

of the mound. Later work at Ganden Creek Mound No.

very convincing

2 examined a portion of a village with a large quantity
of Connestee remains. A number of post holes were
exposed revealing one discernable square hollile with

Keel (1976:229) and others suggest a strong

outline. In addition, there were a number of refuse pits

external influence on the Pigeon culture, with the
ceramics suggesting a continuum with the materiak

and hearths. The hearths included both rock filled and
surface hearths. There w.re al.o a number of burial pits
(see. Keel 1976:99; Figure 15). It is likely that

not also

been

accompanied

by

ethnobotanical evidence.

rounded corners measuring about 19 by 19 feet in

found in the Georgia Piedmont or perhaps the east
Tennesaee .,ea. A. Purrington (1983:137) ob.ervea,
this is not, however, in agreement with Dickens' (1980)
analysis of ceramic diver>ily during the Woodland
Period. Nevertheless, there is much about the Middle
Woodland for which we have little evidence and the
period rem~ among the lea.Bt well understood in the
mountains.

Late Woodland
Napier {Wauchope 1966:57-60) and
Conneslee (Keel 1976:247-255) Series pottery ace
typical Late Woodland type. for the Mountain area and
hkely date from about A.D. 300 to 1000 (cf. Keel
1976:221). The Napier series is a fine sand tempered
ware with fine complicated stamped designs. The
Connestee series ia a

thin walled sand tempered ware

with bruahed or simple stamped surface decorations.
There are al.a cordmarked, check stacnped, fabric
impressed,

and plain varietiea.

Projectile

points

characteristic of this phase include the Haywood
Triangular (Keel 1Q76:132-133), probably from the
late Connestee and perhaps early Pisgah, as well as the

Conneslee Triangular {Keel 1976:131-132).
External mf!uences are pretty clear during the
Connestee Phase and include a range of prismatic

blades that Keel (1976:136) notes as being virtually
indistinguishable, in metrie terms, from those found at
Ohio Hopewell sites. Not only was there eontact with
the Hopewell, but there seems lo al.a have been
considerable internal development. For example, Keel

(1976:225-226) suggests that the hazy period of
16

Connesl:ee sites in the region
features.

will

contain similar

Mississippian Period

The South Appalachian Mississippian period,
from about A.D. llOO lo AD. 1640 is the most
elaborate level of eulture attained by the native
mhahitants and is followed by cultural disintegration
brought about largely by European disease.3 The period
is characterized by complicated stamped pottery,
complex social organization, agriculture, and the
constrnction of temple mounds and ceremonial centers.
ln the Appalachian region, MUisissippian
pottery includes the Pisgah and Qualla aeries. Pis·gah
ceramics are tempered with unmodified river sand,
although some earlier examples contain hoth river sand

and crushed quartz. It ;, decorated with complicated
atamping, check stamping and ladder-like rectilinear
patterns (Dickens 1970; Holden 1966). It should be
noted that the Qualia series extends well into the
historic period (ca.1500-1908) and is characterized by
complicated stamping and bold incising. Other types
described by Egloff (1967) include burnished, plain,
check stamped, cord marked, and corncob impreE8ed. At
T uckasegee brushed examples were also identified {Keel·

3

Small pox was a major cause of death to a large
number of Native Americam during the historic period. The

smallpox epidemiCB of 1734 snd 1783 reportedly killed hslf
of tbe Cherokee population {Hatley 1993).

PREHISTORIC AND illSTORIC BACKGROUND

1Q7b). Olher artifacts associated with the Mississippian
period include triangular projectile points, flake
scrapers, micro~oola, gravers, perforators, drills, ground

stone objects (cells, pipee, and discoidals), and worked
shell and mica (Keel 1976).

the rationale for the division itself wa,; based on the
needs of establi.hing and controlling trade, the actual
diviBione reflect not only historical factors, but also the
physiography of the region.
The five areas include the Lower Towns,

The largest amount of regional work has taken
place in the North Carolina mountains at aites such as

situated at the foot the Blue Ridge along the major
rivers flowing into the Atlantic. Found in South

T uckasegee, Garden Creek, and Warren Wilson. At

Carolina and Georgia, clustered around the Savannah

T uokaaegee a possible town house was uncovered
measuring about 23 feet in diameter with a central

River, these include Cheuga., T ugalo, and Estatoe. The
Middle Towns were found along, and at the headwaters

hearth {Keel 1976). At Warren Wilson several roughly
square structures were uncovered and they all measured

of, the Little Tennessee River and include Cowee, Joree,
and Nequasee. These lowne are about 30 miles north of
the Lower Towns and the two are separated by a series

on the average about 21 feet square. Burials were
common inside of these houses and pit features were

abundant. Artifacts at the Warren Wilson site included
ceramics from the Swannanoa series up through the

Pisgah series. (Dickens 1970). More recently Moore
(1981) has examined the Pwgah assemblage of the
Brunk Site (31BN151).
Homes Hogue Wilson (1'186) examined
burial. from the Warren Wilson site in western North
Carolina and provided some preliminary conclusions

of primarlly small mountains. The Valley Towns may
be coneidered a western subdivision•of the Middle Towne
and were located along the Valley, Nottely, and

Hiwas see rivers in westem North Carolina. These towns
tended to be more isolated, being separated from the
east by the Nantahala MounlainB and from the north
and west by the Great Smoky MountainB. Villages here
include Peachtree. The Out Towns were situated lo the
north of the Middle Towns on the southeastern slopes
of the Smoky Mountain. along the banks of the

regarding social structure based on location of burial.

T uckasegee and Oconaluftee rivers. Here the terrain is

according to age and sex. For instance, she found more
malee than females "Were buried under structure fl.ours.

very rugged and the villages of Nununyl and Kituhwa,
as well as the Cherokee Reservation are found. The
Overhill Towns, sometimes called the Upper Towns,
were situated in the Appalachian Great Valley Province.

These males included primarily those under 25 or over
35 years old. She also found that individuals buried
inside of structures were moie Wwly lo have burial goods
than those buried in public areas. Burial fealnre types
included pit burial., side-chambered burials, and
central-chambered burial.. Studies such as thi. can give
great insight into the social organization of prehistoric
societies.

It is during the Pisgah Phase that evidence of
agricultnre iB clearly documented and the settlement
system seems lo include both large villages sometimes with mounds -

and smaller hamlets or

farmsteads located along the valley margins. Dickens
uses th;,, to suggest that the Pisgah people were still
dependent on hunting and gathering.

The towns extend from Great T elhco and Settacco
v.restward along the Little Tennessee, Hiwassee, and
Tennessee rivers.

The hi.tory of English-Cherokee relatioru is a
history of misunderstandingr broken promises, and

horrific suffering. Because of the advancement of the
white frontier, there was a great dee! of intertribal strife
and boundary rearrangements precipitated by the

dislocation of tribes east of the Cherokee. With direct
contact with the white pioneers war ensued and a
number of Cherokee villages were destroyed. Both war

and dwease reduced the population dramatically.
Historically, the Lower Cherokee used the

Overhill/Oualla Cherokee

western Piedmont of South Carolina as a hunting

The Cherokee were divided into Hve distinct
settlements by the BritiBh Colonial goverrunent. While

territory. The eastern limits of this hunting territory
were defined by the presence of the Catawba lndiane.
According lo Logan (1859) there was a common
17
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hunting ground between the Lower Cherokee and the
Catawba Indians which encoml"'"sed the districte of
Richland, Fairfield, Chester, and York. Hatley (1993)
states that the Cherokee hunting grounds had been

Carolina toWllB, and the Tennessee towns. This
argument was later bolstered by evidence from

Tuckasegee (Keel 1976). In addition to Qualia

modified by years of purposeful intervention and some

ceramics, small triangular projectile points are ako
typical, as well as evidenc:e of European interaction.

of the most productive hunting areas were the old fields
and planting knds. "These patches - soil licks, sand

The Cherokee in the Historic Period

ridges, canebrakes, and old fields, maintained in a sere

of young growth by light bnrniug - provided a habitat
where deer could predictably be found" (Hatley
1993:212).

While the first Europeans to make contact
with the Cherokee were the Sp~ni£h, it U.n't entirely
certain wbether de Soto'• 1539-1540 entrada into the
interior managed to find its way to the Cherokee (for a

The settlement pattern for the village sites and
individual house sites was at the base of hills adjacent to
tillable land and sources of fresh water. If arable land
was abundantr houses would sometimes be clustered in
the middle of fields (Fogelson and Kutsche 1961:90).
The seasonal pknting cycle seemB to have strongly
affected the rhythm of eighteenth century Cherokee life.
Small hunting parties went out from late October to
the early spring, with shorter hunting trips during the
summer (Gearing 1958:1150). Often, theee summer
hunting forays took pkce only after the com was
planted and before it was ready to be harvested
(FogeLmn and Kutsche 1961).

discussion of the various interpretations, see Wilson

l 983:Appendix 1). It seems reasonable that the
mountains were reached, and that the Cherokee became
acquainted with the Spanish, although the impact may
not have been as great as might be imagined. It is more

clear the expeditions led by Pardo and Boyano reached
the Cherokees. Regardless, the first euhstantive, and
continued impact, came from English trading ventures,

krgely originating from Virginia (Crane 1928; Rights
1957). If his enthusiasm for preeenting the Hebraic
origin of the Cherokee can be discounted, Adair's
(1930) History of the American Indians presents

invaluable information on the tribe during the Englieh
Colonial Period.

Bartram deecribes their pattern of eettlement:

An Indian town i£ generally so
situated, as to he convenient for .
procuring game, secure from sudden
inva.Eion, having a large district of
excellent arable land adjoining, or in
-its vicinity, if possible on an isthmus
hetwixt two waterer or where the

doubling of a river formB a peninsula.

. . . A± other funes however they
choose such a con¥enient fertile spot
at some distance from their town,
when circwnstances will not admit of

of

Given the often unscrupulous trading practicell
many whit.,,, coupled with the constant

encroachment

by planteni cutting down the forests and

creating plantations, the Yemassee War (1715-1718)
should have come as no surprise.

During the

first half of the Yemassee War

there were scattered reports of Cherokee hostility,
counterbalanced by frequent assurances from the
western traders that the Cherokee were, at worst,

neutral. The fear that the Cherokee would align with
Creek and wipe out the English settlements, however,
was strong. It was also strengthened by the appearance

having both together (Bartram 1980
[1791] :400-401).

that the Cherokee were involved in the raid on
Schenkingh's Cowpen near the Santee River (Hatley
1993:23). A delegation of Cherokees, from the Middle

Arlifacts associated with the historic Cherokee
include the previously du.cussed Qualia ceramic type. It
should be noted that Egloff (1967:68-75) argues that

Towns, came to Charleston and promised to join with

there is marked variation in Qualia ceramics between

the Georgia and South Carolina towns, the North

the English against the Creeks. Heartened by this show
of solidarity, Maurice Mathewe led troops out of
Charleeton, intending to meet with a large Cherokee
force and wage war on the Creeks. The Cherokee,
19
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however, h.Jed to appear and Mathews instead of waging
war on the Creeks marched to the Lower Towns,
arriving at T ui;aloo. There he found a considerable
diversity of opinion regarding the wiBdom of going to
war against the Creeks. While the more western Middle
Towns were somewhat isolated from the Creeks, many

in the Lower Towns feared the cost of such an
undertaking. The Cherokee also quickly discovered that
the English were more interested in whipping the Lower
Towns into a war frenzy than in going to war

themselves. Mathews repeatedly avoided promising any
11

joint underl:abng 11 and wae hard pressed to even make

promises of weapons or powder.
Eventually a Creek parly, under a banner of
trucer came to

Tugaloo

to disCW3s peace. The entire

Creek delegation was killed by the most hostile

of the

11

Cherokee. Hatley observes that, seruing that the war

against the Creeks which they had hoped to incite
among the Cherokees, but which the coloru.ts wished
personally to avoid themselves, was about to begin, the

English troops hurried out of T ugaloo" (Hatley
1993:26). The Lower Cherokee Towns would pay a
high price for their "alliance" with the English. The act
of violence was returned almost immediately and

constituted "the beginnings of an episode of inter-tribal
wa-r which would continue over the next

thirty years

11

(Hatley 1993:27). Muskhogean people as far south as
Apalachee joined forces and began raiding the
Cherokee. The effects were so damaging to the
Cherokee that in 1724 they attempted to make peace
directly with the S,paniah in order to dampen the
crippling slave raids by the Creeke. The overlure to the
Spanish was largely rejected and the Cherokee
11
continued to suffer for their alliance 11 with Charleston.

This event affected the future assumptions of
both the English and Cherokee for years to come. For
example, the English seized on the massacre of the
C,eeb as proof of a Cherokee-English alliance. The

felt among the Cherokee forty years later.•
In 1720 ex-Governor

Johnson

wrote to the

Council of Trade and Plantations about the number of
Indians on the border of South Carolina (see Wilson
1983: 160-161). Using data gathered by traders just
before the Yemassee War in 1715, Johnson reported
that the Cherokee, divided into "1Jpper111 11Middle, 11 and
11
Lower11 towrui, accounted for 10,200 individuals and
were located between 320 and 450 miles northwest of
Chadeston. By 1725 the Cherokee were complaining
bitterly about the influx of white settlers, suggesting
that this buffer between the Cherokee and Catawba was
primarily co;,sidered to be Cherokee land. The colonial
response was limited, at best. The effects of the
Yemassee War had crippled South Carolina, nearly
destroyed her economy, and drove a wedge between the
colonists and the Proprietors.

It was during South Carolina Governor James
Glen's 13 year term - the longest of any colonial
governor in the state -

that he advocated Caralina1s

manifest destiny. Harkening back to such expansionists
as Naire, Glen realized that the Cherokee blocked
South Carolina's perceived right to more land. While
Cherokee trade increased (at a time when Indian trade
was beginning to decline in economic value), there was
a growing fear of the Cherokee among South
Caroli.n:ians. In what seeIDB almost to be a repeat of
history, Glen attempted to organize a conference with

the Cherokee in 1755 to determine their support. The
importance of the timing cannot be overstated, since

this marks the beginning of what elsewhere was known
as the Seven Years War, but is known as the French
and Indian War in the colonies.

The Cherokee, perhaps

tired

of colonial

gamesmanship, rebed to come to Charleston,
suggesting a more neutral location midway between the

Cherokee, however, came away with a very different

understanding which largely focused on the failure on
the English to fulfJI the basia obligation of allies to
fight together. Thia lack of trust would still be strongly

Curiously, many modern historiaru still fail to
understand the hesitancy of the Cherokee to open old war
4

sea,., and the duplicity of the English. L•e (1963:42), far
example,

speaks

of Mathews 1 11 skill at Indian diplomacy" and

the Cherokee'• "pledge [of] support to Saulh Cawlina."
Vernon Huff (1991:81) comments in a schaal lex! Iha!,
11

Govemor Craven persuaded. the Cherokees to go lo war with

the Creeks .... "
20
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two seats of government. Saluda was selected and Glen

put on a grand show. Rounding up local pioneer settlers
for show, there was a great deal of talk, with the

Cherokee.. Not satisfied that thiB had the desired effect,
m October he announced that he would "take command
of the forces myself and carry the war into the Enemy's

Cherokee eventually proposing an alliance. Glen, either

country" (quoted m Hatley 1993:114). Sernmg that

through ignorance or greed, misinterpreted the
Cherokee mtention of good will, believing that the
Cherokee had provided him with a fee-simple deed to all
of their lands m the region. Known as the Treaty of

teruiions were high, the Cherokee sent a delegation to
Charleston to make peace with the Engbh. 5 Th;. effort
was rebuffed by Lyttelton who went beyond the realm of

Saluda, the land embracing the present counties of

Edgefield, Abbeville, Laurens, Newberry, Greenville,

Saluda, McCormick, Union, Spartanburg, Cherokee,
Chester, Richland, Fairfield, and a portion of York was
given up by the Cherokee. The lands m Pendleton the modern counties of Anderson, Pickens, and Oconee
and Greenville County, were reserved for the

Cherokee, along with their holdmgs m North Carolina
· and Georgia (Milling 1969:284). The present !me
dmdmg Greenville and Spartanburg was establi.Bhed as
the Indian Boundary by thi.B treaty. Two forts also
resulted from the treaty - Fort Prmce George at
Keowee and Fort Loudon on the Tennessee River.

the acceptable and took the delegation hostage. ThiB
began what historians usually call the Cherokee War,
lasting from 1759 through 1761, although there is no
evidence that the Cherokee called it, or wanted it. In
actuality, it consists of three separate campaigns

launched into the Cherokee territory, but they are
nsually blurred together, likely because no one campaign
was

decisive. Hatley comments that in spite of this:
the three initiatives, like acts in a

play, we:re di.Btinct, with each moving
toward the same endmg. A kind of
public drama for Carolina society,
the Cherokee War moved from near

failure m 1769 to half-success a year

Of course the Cherokee had no such mtention.
A. previously mentioned, while thi.B territory was largely
devoid of settlement, it served-as a buffer between the

Engbh and Cherokee, between the Cherokee and the
Catawba, and likely between the Cherokee and the
Creek (Hatley 1993:82). Hatley observes that not only
were there population shift:s in the Lower Towns, with

the Creeks taking on increased prominence, but there
also seems to be some evidence of Cherokees moving
norlhw-.lrd from the Lower Towns, coming into contact
with the emerging colonial settlements of the region.

later, to the achievement, at least on
paper, of military objectives under

James Grant's leadership m 1761
(Hatley 1993:119-120).
The first campaign was described as "a wild and
ridiculous parade" by no less than James Adair, who
pointed out that Lyttelton has no understanding of
Indian politics. He n1arched to Keowee and camped
across the river from the town. Over the course of many

week. he threatened and bulhed, but failed to either wm
concessions or show any meaningful force. Smallpox

After the 1755 Treaty of Saluda, settlers from
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina
began to flood mto the newly opened territory. The
range of ethnic groups distinguished thi.B mi!lration
from many others ancl Scotch Irish, Germans, Swiss,
Welsh Baptists, Quakers, and even French Huguenots

made up the assemblage. Largely, however, the Nmety
Six D;.rnct became associated with the Scotch-lruh
who setlled the Spartanburg area to the east of
Greenville around the Tyger River m the 1760s. With
settlement came increased tensions -

and con:flicts.

In August of 1759 South Carnlina's Governor
Lyttelton halted anns and ammunition sales to the

finally drove him out of Indian country and back to
Charleston, where hiB gift to the City was to mtroduce
a smallpox epidemic. He, however, had left hiB Cherokee
hostages at Fort Prince George and these IndiaD!l were
eventually 11butchered ... in a Manner too shocking to

Relate" by the troops m reprual for the killing of one of
their number (Hatley 1993: 126). In response, the

.5 The actual cause of tb.e hostilities is relatively
clear. The Cherokees, moat particularly those in the Overh.Jl
town of Settico and a few of the Lower Tawrui, returned the
injuries they received at the hands of Virginia settlers
attaok.ing 11everal western settlements of South Carolina.
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Fiome 7. Kitchin Mao of Cherokee Towns in 1760.

PREHISTORIC AND IDSTORIC BACKGROUND

Cherokee and Creek began negotiatioru, an event which

sent shock waves through Charleston.
In the early Spring of 1760 the kJlmg of the
Indian hostages was revenged

by

particular, the younger memhers of the Cherokee towns
denial of white culturer wanting
nothing to do with the white man, his way, or his trade
goods.

expressed an intensive

Cherokees as they

campaign. The Lower Towns of Keowee, Estatoe,
Toxaway, Qualatchee, and Conasatche were all burned

The boundary line was re-established and, for
the Cherokee, it offered an opportunity to re-establish
their relationship with South Carolina. The Cherokee
desired what might be called a semi-permeable
boundary. Something which might allow trade when it
wae advantageolli3 and pennit diplomacy to keep the

along with their food supplies. On the way to the

peaae, but which would curtaJ, perhaps even prevent,

swept through the backcountry. The area dissolved into
chaos and South Carolina convinced London that

British

troops were needed.

Regulars under the

command of Archibald Montgomery began the sacond

1

Middle Towns, however, Montgomery s troops were

attacked by the Cherokee and routed. After regrouping
they marehed to the abandoned town of Echoe, only to
retreat back to Charleston. Immediately upon his arrival
Montgomery announced that he would board ships in
the harbor and set sail out of South Carolina's Indian
problems. This, as might be imagined, caused a new

the swelling farmer settlement.. Thie problem wae
recognized by Superintendent of Indian Affairs John
Stuart, who cautioned that a more eastern boundary

should be established than that desired by Bull, "the
inhabitants of those back Countries are in general the

lowest and worst Part of the People, and as they and the
Indiaru live in psrpetual Jealouey and Dread of each

round of panic and paranoia in Charleston, which was

other, so their rooted Hatred for each other is

only deepened by the discovecy that the troops of the
OverhilJ Fort Loudon garrison were slaughtered by the
Cherokee under a flag of truoe.

reciprocal" (quoted in Hatley 1993:206).

The third campaign was organized and initially
lead by Lt. Governor William Bull. This campaign
resulted in 33 days of raising havoc in the Cherokee
settlements. Enough damage was done this time to
cause Little Carpenter, recognized as an overall leader of

the Cherokee to seek peace that fall (Hatley 1993:153154).
The campaigns were traumatic, revealing the

emha=sing military and financial weakneas of the
colony, the inability of its leaders to devise military
operations, and the lack of enthusiasm on the parl of

North Carolina to be brought into troubles to the
south. The war also challenged the myth of a special
relatiotu!hip between the Cherokee and English. Both
sides behaved in reprehensible fashion, slaughtering
innocents and those under a flag of truce. But perhaps

most of all, it continued to gnaw at the psyche of the
Colony, emphasizing the discord between planter and

The American Revolution caUBed the next
clash between the colonists and the Cherokees. The
period between 1776 and 1780 was one of relative calm
in the backcountry, while the revolution raged on
primarily in the northern colonies. There were pillaging

raids in the backcountry by loyalists based in East
Florida, but these were minor compared to what would
occur later. The greatest raid, in the backcountry, was
the final Cherokee soluti~n. It seems that whatever
hopes the whigs had of continuing peaceful relations
with the· Cherokee were abandoned in the spring of
1776. There were occasional Indian raids, which niig/1t

have been participated in by the Cherokee (see Milling
1969:313-315). A. in the past, however, anger was
generated more by what the Cherokee mig/1t do, rather
than by what they, in fact, /,ad done.
Individuals such as WJliam Henry Drayton,
who in the pas! supported the Cherokees, suddenly
spoke out urging then: virtual efunination:

merchant, upcountry pioneer and lowoountry planter,

It is expected you make smooth work

and white ownem ond black slave. Further, peace did not

as you go -

come

quickly or convincingly. The relations between red

and white were so elrained that the Cherokee did not
welcome back tradere has they had in the pa.Et. In

that is you cut up every

Indian com field, and burn every
Indian town - and that every Indian
taken shall be the slave and properly

23
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of the taker; that the nation be
extirpated, and the lands become the
property of the public. For my part I
shall never give my voice for a peace
with the Cherokee Nation upon any
other terms than their removal

beyond the mountains (Drayton
quoted in Hatley 1993,192).
The old voices of colonial manifest destiny were thereby
united with the whig philosophy of freedom and
independence.
To achieve their goals the whigs quickly devised
an intercolonial campaign with troops from several
colonies penetrating the tribal territory for the purpose

of destroying the Cherokee. A. m the past, the
campaign was marred by poor planning, poor
coordination, and poor leadership, but it did succeed in

seriously damagini! the Cherokee landscape, with one
participant noting that the Cherokee "were reduced to a

state of the moat deplorable and wretched bemg often
obliged to subsist on insects and reptiles of every kmd"
(Hatley 1993:195). Soconee, Keowee, Sugar Town,
Estatoe, Tngaloo,

Tamassee, Cheowee, and EUBtaste

were burned and fields

full of crops were destroyed.

separate treaties.

The

first

was signed on May 20,

1777 al DeWitt's Comers. Here the Cherokee
surrendered. nearly all their remaining territory in South
Carolina, including the present counti~ of Greenville,
Anderson, Pickens, and Oconee. The Indians, however,
were pennitted to remain in the ceded Indian territory,

"by political mdulgence" and it is clear that they began
to rebuild a number of their Lower Towns in Oconee

County (Milling 1969:319). A second treaty was signed
on July 20, 1777 at the Long Island of the Holston.
Here the Cherokee ceded everythmg they possessed east
of the Blue Ridge, fulfil.lmg the colonial gove=ents'
lust for land and driving the Cherokees (at least on
paper) 11befond the monntains. 11 Sporadic raids, however,
contmued until the Treaty of Paris m 1782.
By this time there were sigru of political and
social disintegrstion. The population was slowly shifting
to the southwest, into Alabama, northwestern Georgia,
and the far western parlions of N orlh Carolina;

Migralion also began to the Indian Territory west of the
Mississippi River. In 1789 the federal government
began a ..civilization program" of training and subsidies

to entice the Cherokee mto Anglo-agricultural aclivities.
Most of this aid was distributed to the region which had
become tl1e political center of the Cherokee, foCUBing on
the southern Overhtll and norther Lower Town area£,

The Cherokees were to face at least seven
major offellBivea before the Revolutionary War was

with little attention paid the Middle Towns (Rigge
1988,10). Riggs notes that the more traditional

over. 6
For example, in August 1776, Griffith
Rutherford lead North Carolina troops againBI the

Cherokee - many in the Middle Towns these efforts.

resisted

towns along the T uchasegee, Oconaluftee, Hiwassee,

and upper Little Tennessee rivers. In September South
Caroliniaru attacked the Lower Towns and then aided
Rutherford in destroying the Middle Towns. Colonel
Samuel Jack burned towns at the heads of the
Chattahootchee and T ugaloo rivers, while the
Virginians burned the OverhJ.l towns found on the
Little Tennessee.

The Middle Towns, suffering from war,
depopulation, a decline in the fur trade, and a lack of
viable alternative econonric opportunities continued to

suffer. A census of the Cherokee in 1809 records a
population of about 1054 individuals in the region and
documents the extraordinary poverty of the region.

Riggs observes that the census reveals 0.21 horse, 0.68
cattle, and 0.62 hogs per capita, compared to averages

Each attack was similar to the previous and
eventually the Cherokee will was broken. With only a
handful of settlements mtact and many of her people
starving, the Cherokees sued for peace, signing two

15 to 20 times as great in the more mixed-blood
OverhJ.l Towns (Riggs 1988,13).
The United Stales/Cherokee Treaty of 1819
ceded Cherokee lands in Tennessee, North Carolina,

321).
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Georgia, and Alabama for lands m the Western
Cherokee Nation. A brief clause in this treaty allowed
Cherokees who wished to slay to become citizens and
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thus be granted a 640 acre "individual reservation"

Reservation.

7

(RiggB 1'l88:13). The response was far greater than the
United Government anticipated and a numher of these

parcel. were eventually laid out m the study area of the
Middle Towns (includmg one to the west on lotla Creek
to Ah-leach. Norlh Carolina, however, refused to grant
citizenship to these Indians, at the same time that the

Cherokee Nation passed a law that refused citizenship
to those who emigrated to Arkansas or who took
individual reservatio~.

Milling notes that there were not less than 17
treaties w;th the Cherokee between 1785 and 1835. In
more the 75% of these treaties the lndiarui ceded land
and in each case the remainder of their territory was
"guaranteed forever." He notes that tbs eternity was, on

A Euro-American Historic Svnthesis
Westem N orlh Carolina began to be opened to
Anglo-American settlement in years shortly aft:er the
American Revolution. For example, the area of
Buncombe and Haywood counties were opened to

settlement hy the Treaty of Hopewell m 1785, although
it wasn't until the Treaty of Tellico that at least some of
the area of modem-day Macon County was officially
opened for white settlement. The Meigs-Freeman Line,

surveyed in 1802, placed the Cherokee-Anglo border
along the northeastern shore of the T uckasegee River,
about 20 miles east ~f Franklin, m central Macon
County. Virtually all of Macon County came under

of the

average, about four years (Milling 1969:334).

Anglo control as a result

The Removal Act of 1830 and the 1835
Treaty of New Echota r8"ulted in an unprecedented
crisiB for the North Carolina Cherokee. Tb treaty
exchanged all reroammg Cherokee land. east of the

Macon County wasn't created until 1828,
when it was broken off from Haywood County. By
1839 Cherokee County was further created from the
old Macon County, although that left Macon still
holding land whiah would eventually become Jackson
and Swam counties (Corbitt 1950).

Mississippi for western territory and required the
removal of

all Cherokee nationals . .AB Riggs observes:

Because of the reservees' peculiar

citizewhip

status

(they

had

renounced Cherokee citizenship, but

North
Carolina
would
not
acbowledge them as citizens) they
were no\: legally subject: to the forced

Cherokee Removal

of

1838. Many

were aware, however, of the inability

or unwillingness of federal troops and
militia to discriminate between
Cherokees, and took refuge m the
mountains to avoid internment and

deportation (Rigg, 1988:19).
The fmal removal iB mdely recognized as one of the
cruelest and roost deopicable events in American history.
Of the 17,000 Cherokees rounded up for forced
deportation, 4,000 died during the journey. Those
which were able to flee and hide m the mountains
formed the nualeus of what later became legally
recognized as the Eastern Band of the Cherokee and
who continue to live in the Qualia Boundary

1819 treaty.

By 1850 the population of Macon County
(which slretahed oe an irregular rectangle from the
Tennessee bnrder southwaid to the Georgia border) had
grown to 6,389 from only 4,869 m 1840. of these,
5, 734 were whites and only 655 .African American
slaves were recorded for the County (DeBow 1854).
There were 631 farms m the county, holding on average
225 acres of land, mth an average value of $636. In
contrast, Cherokee County roughly the same size and

stretching from Macon's border westward to the
Tennessee and Georgia lines, reported 459 farms, each

mth only 211 acres, but an average value of $884. To
the east lay Haywood County, slightly smaller but still
spanning the area from Tennessee to Georgia. ThiE
County contained 653 farrrni, averagmg 600 acres in
size and boasting an average value of $749. To the

7

It ,..,m't until 1874 that the United Stat" court.

finally affirmed that the Cherokee had title to the Qualia
Reservation and it wasn't until 1q30 that the United States
CoO{lress finally agreed that members of the Eastern Band
were lT, S, citizens.
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northeast lay Buncombe County, with 1,105 farms,

After the Civil War there was return to an

each with an average of 526 acres and an avet:age value

emphasis on agricultural production focused on self-

of $1,202.

suf&aiency. This region, unlike many areas of the
South, had never relied on African American slavery
and there was not the extent of either economic or

A. might be ilnagined, Buncombe County was,
in the inunediate region, the leader in the producrtion of
rye (143,095 bushel. compared to only 74,826 in
Macon County), wheat (27 ,548 bUBhel. compared to
3,687), and com (487,014 bushel. compared to
225,397). Buncombe al.o produced more Irish potatoes
(29,342 bUBhel. compared to 23,014) and hay (3,244
tons compared to only 721 tons). Yet surprieingly,
Macon County did produce over a third more rye than

neighboring Cherokee and Haywood counties (each of
which produced under 47,000 buohel.). And Macon
County produced more com and wheat than Cherokee
County, and more potatoes than Haywood County. But

social shook after the war. Nevertheless, Macon
remained isolated, particularly from much of North
Carolina. The lrausportation network, and particularly
the Talullah Falls Railway, encouraged connecliorui with
northern Georgia over contact with VJestern North

Carolina. It wasn't until the completion of the highway
through the Cowee Mountain Gap in 1926, when
Franklin became connected to Dillsboro and the
Western North Carolina Railroad, that thie changed.

A. Macon County moved further into the
twentieth century the forces of agriculture began lo

the single biggest difference was in the area of tobacco.

slowly give way to tourism and, particularly, an increase

Macon County's yield was 34,710 pounds, compared to
18, 999 pounds in Buncombe, 14,324 pounds in
Haywood, and 7,934 pounds in Chei:okee. Macon, and

in retirement communities and vacation homes. This is

resulting in additional pressures on the fragile
archaeological resources of the region.

the counties formed from its land, was to become an

area where the Burley tobacco would be grown into the
twentieth century. Thie tobacco, cured by air and
heavier-bodied than Bright, would become a major
commodity in the 1860s (Brooks 1%2).

Previous .Archaeolopical Investigations

Although archaeological inves:tigations in the
region date much earlier, the fimt focused effort to
examine Cherokee archaeology was initiated by Joffre

Collilequently, while the Macon County's
necessarily producing less than those in neighboring

Coe and hie .tuden\s in the early 1960s. Coe's (1961)
early discussion of th;, work, much of which was still
planned, revealed a significant change of theoretical

counties. In fact, the tobacco crop suggests that the

perspective, as Coe favored an in situ development of the

Macon farmers were findin'g a special niche and
exploiting it successfully, while still managing to focus
on food crop produciion.

Cherokee culture. A number of sites were identified in

farms were smaller and had lower values, they weren't

Because of the isolation, there tended to be
economic stagnation in much of the rural mountain

area of North Carolina. lndUB!rial development was slow
and few towns were formed. The Civil War had
relatively little impact on the area, and many of the
region's farmers were openly sympathetic to the Union
cause. The area aka hecarne a safe haven for Union

deserters. Powell (1989:364) notes that Macon County

the Iotla Valley as a result of this work, including
31MA3, 31MA72, 31MA74, 31MA75, 31MA79,
31MA80, 31MA81, and 31MA83 (variously recorded
by Dolan in 1963 and Egloff in 1965).
While much of the resulting research ...,,
eventually published as thesis and dissertations (e.g.,
Egloff 1967, Dickens 1970, Keel 1976 and others)
much it s:till remains unpublished and largely
inaccessible. Nevertheless,

this

is the foundation on

which all future archaeology in the region is built.

was known for its lTnion deserters and their frequent
raids on surrounding farms.
Perhaps even more

Since that time much of the region's

debilitating, however, were the laxes imposed by the

archaeology has shifted from research at large sites in an

Confederate government, amounting to a 10%

all farm products.
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levy on

effort to aruiwer specific questions to research at areas

slated for development in the hope that sites will be

PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND

found which may help address significant questions.

An investigation of an earlier airport runway
expansion project was conducted by Dr. Harvard Ayroo
of Appalachian State University in 1991. At that lime
archaeological site 31MA342, a posited Qual!a
fannstead or hamlet, was identified and was determined
to be potentially eligible for inclusion on the Nai:ional
Register. The site was to be greenspaced and not

disturbed by the construction.
recoverage of

this

Some additional

area resulted from a survey of the

proposed Macon County Industrial Park (Soulherlin el
al. 1 Q96), which identilied and assessed a number of
Qualia sites. of particular note site 31MA73 was found
lo contiguous, and likely an extension of 31MA3. Wark
in the Industrial Park al another site, 31MA185,
yielded 750 features, including a number of postholes
and 89 burials (42 of which were excavated) (Wetmore
el al. 1996).
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RESEARCH METHODS
h previoUBly mdicated, the primary goals of

tb.IB

survey are to identify, record, and assess the

signilicance of archaeological sites withm the proposed
area of potential effect (APE), which for tb project was
identified by W.K. Dickson as a tract of approximately

26.6 acres.
Of th;., actual airport runway and taxiway
construction would occur on an area measuring about

600 feel square, or about 8.3 acres spanning lotla
Branch (Figure 8). In th;. area there would be clearing,
grubbmg, gradmg, and fill. The construction impacts
would be pronounced and any archaeological resources

The survey grid was oriented with the existmg
runway (251 ° east of north) and shovel tests were laid
out into the floodplain until either the creek was
reached, or the soil. became obviOUBly wet underfoot. A
total of 36 shovel tests were laid out in tb area on a
series of 10 transects.

The survey tract west of lotla Branch was
much larger than that lo the east and time would not
allow such close mterval testing. h a result, shovel tests
here were kid out at 100 foot mtervals. Although these
are not adequate to identify individual house sites, we
did feel that they would be adequate ta provide an initial
view of the site and provide more definitive information
concerning site boundaries.

would be almost certainly destroyed.
Because

this area was larger, and very early in

Beyond this, the remaining parcel, measuring

the investigations it seemed likely that additional

about 14,000 by 570 feet, or 18.3 acres, would receive
less severe iinpacl, but these would likely include

investigations would be necessary, we laid the shovel
tests out on a defined grid, rather than using transects.
This would allow easier comparison of shovel test survey
results with any subsequent testing or excavations.

construction staging, grading, and construction of
support structures or facilities.

field Survey

· Horizontal control was maintained using a

topographic and cultural features to allow a clear
understmdmg of the APE and survey area. The study
tract began at the western end of the existing runway

modified Chicago grid system. Tb system assumes an
off-site ORO pomt and the southeast comer of each
unit, in tb the shovel tests, designates feet north and
right (or east) of tb arbitrary ORO porn!. Hence, the
southeast corner of shovel lest lOOR500 would be 100
feet north and 500 feet right (or east), of the ORO

and taxiway at the airport and extended west to a fence

point. The grid orientation in th.is section of the survey

row. The southern boundary was SR 1434, Mount
Ohve Road. The northern boundary was shghtly more
irregular, but followed exiBting fence hnes (Figure 8).

tract was the same as to the east -

Although the survey areas were not staked
prior to the field investigation there were adequate

The portion of the survey tract eas\ of Iotla
Branch (and adjacent lo the exiBting runway) was
surveyed al 50 foot mtervals. The reason for this close
interval survey was to determine

if

addition, a control point was established m the
cenlerhne of SR 1434, 61.5 feel grid south of the
150Rl 900 point. Smee tb work was lo consist only of
shovel tests, no vertical control was established. A total
of Sb shovel tests were laid out al 100 foot mtervals.

there was any

evidence of 31MA342 exlendmg west into the study
tract.

251 °. The shovel

tests were marked using surveyor's pin fl.age and, in

Comhmed, tb survey included 122 shovel
tests. All shovel tests were approximately one lo 1.4 feet
square and were excavated lo sterile subsoJ (typically
29
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RESEARCH METHODS

identified as red or reddi.h-brown clay}. All soils were
1/4.-inch

screened through
mesh and soil profiles were
recorded as appropriate, using Munsell soil colors. All

shovel tests were backfilled at the completion of the
work and the grid flags were left in place. Artifacts were
bagged by shovel teet and returned to Chicora' s
Columbia labs for processing.
The only deviations of tbs methodology

tended to have a slightly yellow color. Finally, a small
quantity of black chert was also identified in the
assemblages. This material seems niost familiar to the

black and tan Ridge and Valley cherts of eastern
Tennessee. Curiously, there seems to have been

relatively little attention paid to the location of varioUB
raw materiak. Dickens, for example, notes only that the
Warren Wilson cherts range in color from black, g,.y,
or tan and that "some of them probably were obtained

involved two shovel tests which were excavated off the

from local source13; others may have come from eastern

grid- one, at 200R700 was in error and the other, at
lOORl 900 was intended to provide some additional

Tennessee (Dickens 1970:90).

coverage in the low floodplain area. There were several

Debitage categories included primary (defined
as flakes with 90% or more cortex}, secondary (defined
as having 1% to 90% cortex), and interior (defined ae
having no cortex}. More refined categories, when they
are used, follow the definitions offered by Blanton et al.
(1986) and Oliver et al. (1986).

shovel tests on the weet side of lotla Branch where
subsoil could not be found at a depth of about 2.0 feet.
Excavations were terminated, rather than continue and
possibly excavate through a feature.
Laboratory MetboJs
The cleaning of artifacts and cataloging of the
specimens

was

conducted at Cbicora's Columbia, S.C.

labs at the completion of the project. These materials
will be curated with the North Carolina Office of State
Archaeology and the cataloging is consistent with the
system used by that facility. The collection from
31MA77 was assigned the Accession Number 200281.
The collection from 31MA342 waa assigned accession

number 200282. Specimens were packed in plastic
bags and boxed. Field notes were prepared on alkaline
buffered paper and these will be curated with the
collections. The only photographic material. from tbs
survey are color prints. Since these are not archival,

they have been maintained by Chicora Foundation.

At the survey level tool. are defined very
simply, being placed in broad morphological categories.
Our laboratory methods, for example, define biface as
an artifa..'! with flak.s removed on both sides (not

distin.guisb.mg between prefonns, early stage reductions,
and so forth); a core is a piece of raw material from
which flakes have been removed; an end scraper is a
blade tool with at least one convex end which exhibits a
steep angle; a used flake is a chip of stone that was used
as a tool, exhibiting edge damage or wear; and a side
saraper is a flake tool in which one of the long edges was
retouched to Serve as the scraping edge.
Pottery examples were compared to typological

descriptions provided by Coe (1964), Dickens (1970),
Keel (1976), Moore (1981) and Egloff (1967).

Analysis methods focused on occupation spans,
likely site functioDB 1 and examination of raw materials

A± the very simplest level, Swannanoa pottery

being used. Diagnostic lithics and/or ceramics provided

was aharaoterized by crushed quartz and/ or coanie sand

temporal information. The diagnostic lil:hic material

inclusions in the paste. The sherds would be hand
smoothed and gritty or sandy to the touch. Surface
heatments might include cordmarked, fabric-impressed,

was compared to the published typological descriptions
for the various projectlle points such ae Coe (1964) and
Keel (1976).
Three primary materials were identified in the
litbc collectioru. One was quartz, which was usually a
translucent white. A. previously discussed, this material
is widely available. Small quantities of orthoquarhite
were also observed. This material was fine grained and

simple stamped, check stamped, or plain.

Pigeon pottery was characterized by crUBhed
quartz, but is di.tinguished from Swannanoa by smaller
particles and smaller quantities of the inclusions.

Likewise, the Pigeon pottery would be well smoothed
and the paste would be compact. Surface treatments
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would overlap with the earlier Swannanoa pottery and

include check stamped, simple stamped, and plain.
C onnestee pottery would be identili.ed by the
presence of fine to medium sized sand. The paste would
be compact and the interior surfaces would be

smoothed, yet have a sandy feel. Surface treatments
would include brushed, cordmarked, simple stamped,
check stamped, and plain.

Pisgah pottery would be characterized by fine
lo coarse sand. The interio!" might be burnished to
lightly smoothed. The pottery would have a compact

Register of Historic Places is
which states:
the

quality

of

described by 36CFR60.4,
significance

in

American lilitory,
architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture
is present in districts, sites, buildings,
structures, and objects that possess

integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and
a.ssociation, and

include complicated

a. tbt are associated with events that
have made a signilicant contribution

stamped (both rectilinear and curvilinear), check
stamped, and plain. Another characteristic of this ware

to the broad patterns of our history;
or

texture.

Surface treatments

is its collared rims, frequently -with a series of short

b. that are associated with the lives of

diagonal punctations.

persons significant in our past; or

Qualia pottery would be identified by its
moderate lo abundant quantities of grit (although the
burnished •pecimens would have only fine sand).
Interior burnishing would be variable. Snrface
treatments would include complicated stamped,
burnished, check stamped, cordmarked, cob impressed,
brushed, and plain.

c.

that embody the distinctive

characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction or that
represent the work of a master, or
that possess high artistic values, or
that represent a significant and

distinguiBhable
Generally sherds under 1-inah in diameter are

entity

whose

components may lack individual
distinction; or

classified as residual since they can rarely provide
coruistenl typological identifications - ~s should be
evident considering the overlap provided by theae brief

d. that have yielded, or may be likely

descriptions. Nevertheless,

to yield, information important in

becaUBe

of the small

collection size, and tbe fragmented condition of the
materials, we made every effort to push each sherd into
some category.

prehistory or history.

NaUona/ R"9ist.r Bulletin 36 (Townsend el al.
1993) provides an evaluative process that contains five

Archaeological sites will be evaluated for
further work besed on the eligibility criteria for the
National Register of
Historic Places.
Chicora
Foundation only provides an opinion of National
Register eligibility and the final determination iB made

by the lead permitting agency in consultation with the
State Historic Preservation Officer at the North
Carolina Division of Archivea and History.

steps for forming a clearly defined explicit rationale for
either an archaeological site's eligibility or lack of
eligibility. Briefly, these steps are:
• identification of the site's data sets
or categories of archaeological
information such as ceramics, litb.ics,
subsistence remains, arohitectu:ral
remains, or sub-surface features;

•
The criteria for eligibility to the National
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identili.cation of the historic

context

applicable

to

the

site,

RESEARCH METHODS

providing a framework

f°' the

evaluative process;

• identification of the imporlant
research questiom the site might he
able to add,.,., given the data sets
and the context;

•
evaluation
of
the
site's
archaeological integrity to ensure

that the data sets we.e sufficiently
vrell preserved to address the research
questionB; and
• identification of important research

questions among all of those which
might he asked and answered at the
site.

This apprnach, of course, hae been developed
for use documenting eligibility of sites being aciually
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places
where the evaluative process mUBt stand alone, with
relatively little reference to other documentation and
where typically only one site iB being considered . .A. a
result, some aspects of the evaluative process have been
summarized, but we have tried to focUE on each

archaeological site's ability to addre,. significant
research topics within the context of its available data
sets.

Every eEfort is made to provide an assessment

of either eligible or not eligible. There are occasions,
however, when the initial survey does not provide
sufficient information to allow such a determination. In
those cases we recommend the site potentially eligible.

Effectively tb means that •dditional investigations are
necessary if it iB critical to detennine the eligibility. In
some oases it may be more cost-effective to treat the site
as eligible and greenspace it - that ;., set the site .,,;de
in perpeluily, ensuring that it iB not affected by
construction or subsequent maintenance activities.
WhJe greenspacing may be an effective management

tool, it should be realized that such an underlaking
carries considerable responsibilities - and liabilities
should greenspacing not be maintained.
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SURVEY RESULTS
Introduction
The shovel testing on the east side of Iotla
Branch revealed that site 31MA342 did not exrend into
the APE. In fact, no cultural remains at all were found
in the 36 shovel tests on that side of the project. The
area inunediately west, northwest, and southwest of the
runway were found to be heavily impacted by the runway
construction. A large quantity of red clay fill had been
brought into this area to fill the Iotla Branch
f!ocdplain. This was used as the base for the taxiway. In

southern edge of the tract. A. previously d;,cu.,ed, in
tbs area the topography rises lo the north and
northwest, with a slight rise at the southern edge of the
field (Figure 9). The results of this topography could be
clearly seen in the shovel tests.

Shovel teats al the northwestern edge of the
field yielded no A horizon. What Ap horizon that was
present - often only 0.1 to 0.2 foot - consisted
entirely of plowed red (7 .5YR4/8) clay. In the
southeastern portion of the field there was gen.,ally a

the runway area an additional base of crush-run was

more conventional plowzone, ranging from 0.6 to 0.8

added.

foot in depth and consisting of a dark reddish brown
(5YR3/4) or dark brown (7.5YR3/3) Ap horizon
overlying a red (7.5YR4/8) clay subsoil.

Beyond the fill, we found the floodplain soil.
lo be low and often damp. A typical profile in the
southern area was 1.3 fool of very dark browo
(7.5YR2.5/3) loam overlying either a brown (7.5YR4/4)
or black (7.5YR2.5/l) clay loam. To the north the

In the middle of the field, however, an entirely
different situation was encountered. Here, we found

that soil. eroding downslope were collecting and adding

Of course these erosional soils were

upper soil horizon occasionally overlaid a. gray

depth to deposits.

(7 .5YR5/1) sandy loam. The soil. became wetter as we
moved to the north
and to the west. The

being cultivated, so there was considerable mixing.

northwest corner of

the survey tract on

. the east side of Iotla
Branch

was

not

shovel tested because
of wet soils.

On the west
aide of lotla Branch
we
found
an
extensively plowed
area which other~rise

exhibited
disturbances
one exception.

no
with

SR

1434, Mount Olive
Road has been cut
through a large knoll
or ridge at the
35
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Neverlhelesa, we found what appeared to two more-orless distinct zones - an upper zone of dark reddish

brown (5YR3/4) loamy clay overlying a dark brown
(7.5YR3/3) loam. Below would be the clay subsoil, at
least in most cases. Not only was the color of these
horizons distinct, but so too was their texture. The
upper horizon clearly had more clay in it - the result
of the clay hill eroding downslope. The lower horizon,

"unclassiliable" sherd. (probably representing those
under an inch in size). Clearly the assemblage was
dominated by bstoric Cherokee materials.
Our survey revealed that there was, in fact, a
concentration of materials in the southeast corner of
the field. In fact, given the extensive erosion identified

in the northwest corner of the field, we have reduced the

which we presume to represent a much earlier plowzone

site boundaries, so that the site now covers the

or old humus 1 exhibited a far more loamy texture. We

cultivated field from lotla Branch west for a distance of
about 1500 feet. The northeastern site boundary has

found that the shovel tests in the middle of the field
ranged from about 1.5 lo 2.0 feet in depth. There were
several shovel tests (350Rb00, 450R600, 450R800,
250Rl200, 150Rl200, 450Rl400) where no subsoil
was encountered. ]t may be that it lay just beyond the
point of termination -

or these tests may have been
placed in features. The current work was not adeC[11ale
to make that determination.

Of the 86 shovel tests in the field west of !otla
Branch, 42 (49%) yielded materials - all attributable
to 31MA77.

31MA77

not been determined since the site extends off the

survey tract (Figure 10).
Although the site density may become thinner
at the southern edge, shovel tests and a pedestrian
survey reveal that materials occur to the road cut. In

fact, a pedestrian survey also reveals that 31MA17
extend. into the cultivated field. south of Mount Olive
Road. The site is confined to the upper terrace and does
not appear to go into the lower floodplain - which is
the same distribution shown by Egloff. In fact, the site
core south of Mount Olive Road seernB lo be the large
knoll which the road cuts through. Taken together, the
site appears to extend at least an additional 300 feet
south into the southern field and extend. al least 600
feet east-west along Mount Olive Road.

A. previoUBly disCUBsed, Brian Egloff identilied
this site within the field boundaries of the APE,
although he did note that materials seemed somewhat
more abundant in the SE corner of the field. He also
commented that there was burned material and daub in

The central UTM coordinates are E278850
and N3899920 (Zone 17, NAD27 datum). The site
covers an area of approximately 17.9 acres, although

one area, suggesting that a burned structure was in the
process of being plowed out.

the far northern limits of the site have not been
determined. The site is situated ahnost exclusively on
Dillsboro loam, with slopes under 8%.

His survey, conducted in 1965, predated the
conslruclion of either the airport or Mount Olive Road.

The material. collected south of the road
include one quartz biface (probably the base of a

Consequently, his site boundaries must be carefully
interpreted - and in fact are best interpreted actually

(ranging from clear to white to pink), one orthoC[ll.artzile

Guilford Lanceolate point), seven quarlz interior flakes

on the site. It appears that he identilied materials in the
area which is today on both sides of Mount Olive Road.
This, as will be disCUBsed below, was confirmed by our

secondary flake, two gray chert interior flakes, and two

investigation.

flakes

black secondary flakes. All of the chert flakes appear lo
be thinning flakes, while the quartz and orthoC[ll.artzite
were likely removed from cores or· prefonns on

site. The sherd. from this portion of the site (or at least
Egloff's surface collection included one
specimen of Connestee Plain, one UID Pisgah sherd,
538 Qualia sherd. (most of these being complicated
stamped), one "early fabric marked" sherd, and 512
36

from the surface in this area) are very small, ma.king
identifications more difficult. There seems, however, to

be one Pigeon Check Stamped, three Conneslee Simple
Stamped, one Connestee Check Stamped, and three
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T.ble 1.
Arlifacts Recovered from Shovel Testing at 31MA77

550R'.l00
250R300
350R300
450R300
350R500
450R500
350Rb00
450R600
550R600
J50R700
350R700
450R700
350R800
450R800
35oRgoo
250Rl000
450Rl000
lOORllOO
350Rll00
550Rll00
150Rl200
250Rl200
150Rl300
250Rl300
350Rl300
550Rl300
250Rl400
350Rl400
450Rl400
150Rl500
250Rl500
350Rl500
450Rl500
550Rl500
150Rl600
350Rl600
450Rl600
150Rl700
250R1700
350Rl700
150Rl800
100Rl9DO

Total.
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illD illD
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_fil,

9!1=

2
1
1
1

2
1

I

2
1
3
2

2

2
2

2
3

1

3
7
3
1
1
1

l'

2

1

2
1
3

1
1

1
3

1'

1

1

1

I

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

3

2

1
1

2
1

1
1
1

1
5

1

1
l'
I'

2

2

1

1

1

1

3
1
I
I

l'

2
1
1
9

2
2

1

3
9 15

1

2 10

::n

4
7

2

5 16 23

2
1
4

I
q

1
5

1

5

P = Pigeon; B = brushed; P = plain; C = complicated ste.m.ped; CS = check 111'.amped.; UID=; urudcnnfu.ble; C = chert flab; Q = qw.rlz
= burned qu<IXl::z;), = quarh. Moz::row Mountain CSPP;' = quarf:z Savannah River Stemmed CSPP

fl...b; s = qi.mrb: .ihatter; SL = ,late;•,<
base; • = quartz cobble b.gmen-1:
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SURVEY RESULTS

Connes\ee Plain. The collection also yielded 15
specimens of Qualia Complicated Stamped, five Quella
rims, and 29 Quella Plain or UJD (some of which
might represent Pisgah specimens).

of the site, at the base of a slope. It may be that these
itenls are associated with a series of Archaic camps

situated on the higher ridge.
31MA342

The reaul!B of the shovel testing north of
Mount Olive Road, in the APE, are shown in Table
1. This reveals that four series are preseut in the
collection: Pigeon, Connestee, Pisgah, and Qualla (as
well as a category of indeterminate, generally very small,
sherds). Of these, the most co1nmon is Pisgah,

first

Site 31MA342, as previously dmcussed, was
reported in 1Q91. When Egloff conducted his

survey in 1965 neither the airport: nor Mount Olive
Road were conelructed. The airport area was largely in

grass, and probably not suitable for survey. The area of

accounting for 42.5% of the collection. Quella is the

31.MA342 isn't immediately recognizable as a site,

ne:<l most common, accounting for an additional

although the 31MA3 site form does have this location

26.5% of the assemblage. The Pisgah sherds are

noted, with a number 1 beside it. We aren't sure what
this means, but it seeJllB likely that something was
either found or reported to be in this location, even
though no site was idenlified.

generally thinner, have a higher proportion of fine to

medium sand, and the complicated stamped designs are
finer and less bold. The collection of smell sherds is the
third largest category, coneisting of 20.4% of the
collection. The single Pigeon sherd exhibi!B a large
quantity of grit, while the Conneatee sherds are all fine

with dense mica inclusions.

Site 31MA342 was not identified by dose
interval shovel testing to be in the APE. Since it was
difficult to determine from the previous forrne exactly
where this site was situated, we conducied a brief

Although the collections are smell, and the
sherds thenuielves are small (leading to possible

pedestrian survey in an effort to relocate the site and
provide some additional assurance that it was not within

misidentilicatioru), the"Ie is an interesting dUrh:ibution

the APE.

of Pisgah and Quella pottery across the site. Ignoring
isolated occurrences, there are three clusters of Pisgah
remains: one in the central portion of the site

(450R800, 350R900, 450Rl000, and 350Rll00), a
second duster at the south central edge (incorporating

250Rl200-1300 and 150Rll00-1300), and a third
at the eastern edge of the site {including 150Rl5001600, 250Rl500, 250Rl700, 350Rl400-1600, and
450-550Rl500). There are three concentratioru of
Qualia material, two of which are clearly separated from
the Pisgah remains, at 550R200, 450R300 and at
350R500, 250-450R700. The third concentration of
Qualia material is largely centered between two Pisgah
clusterE, although there is a little overlap {the materials
are found in 350Rl300, 250Rl400-1500,
350Rl500, and 450Rl400-1500). This suggests that

The existing site form suggested that the site
should be situated near the existing wind sock and west
of an old road which enters the airport properly from
the north. At least a portio.n of this area (Figure 11)
appeared to have ken seriously impacted by previous
construotion and/or airport maintenance activities.

We found that east of the old road there has
been extensive grading, with a portion of the knoll on
which the site was situated removed. To the north we

individual farmsteads or clusters of structures.

found that there had been additional disturbance
through the excavation of a ditch along the properly
line. There were also piles of spoil, the origin of which
we could not identify. To the west of the old road we
found damage somewhat less severe, although it appears
that a portion of the site had been graded and was
certainly disturbed by the creation of the wind sock area.

Although of less significance to this research,
it is also interesting that both of the Archaic Period
lithics (a Morrow Mountain base and a Savannah River
Stemmed base) are both found at the northeastern edge

We briefly examined the agricultural fields to
the north of the airport in this area. To the west of the
old road the field exhibited no surface visibility at all. To
the east visibility was fair to good, although the

there is intrasite patterning, perhaps relating to
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- -------r------.

topography beginB to
drop. In spite of the
good visibility, but
perhaps

I

I
I

ruisociated

with
the
lower
topography,
we
found only one
sherd. This may
that
suggest
31MA342
was
originally confined to
the ridge or knoll,
about 60% of which
was on the airport
properly.
We
estimate
that
approximately 60%
of that knoll has
been

exteruiively

damaged
destroyed.

or

igure 11. 31MA342, view lo the northeast, showing damage from coru!\ruction.

Our surface collection in the vicinity of
31M.A342 yielded one quarlz interior flake, one very
extensively hattered quartz cobble hammers-tone
(measuring 58 x 50 x 42 mm), and nine sherds. Theee
sherds included one Pigeon Simple Stamped, one
Conneslee Cord Marked, one Pisgah Plain, one Pisgah
Complicated Stamped, and five Qualia sherds (two
plain, one complicated stamped, one check stamped,

and one cob impressed). This su;jgests that the site may
either have had a greater temporal span or there may be
additional areas not originally incorporated into the site

boundaries.

Since this site is situated outeide the

Site Assessm.ents

31MA77

These materials are scattered over an area

measuring 700 feet east-west by 150 feet north-south.
This spans the area from the airport windsock eastward
lo about an equal distance beyond the old road and from
the airport properly fence south to about 50 feet of the
runway (where there is evidence of grading). This is
about twice the east-west dimernion suggested by Ayres.
The central UTM coordinates for these revised site
boundaries are E279300 N3900100 (Zone 17, NAD
27). The soils on the western half of the site appear to
be Braddock clay loaIDB exclusively, while the eastern
half of the site may include a small area of Hemphill
loams.
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APE no

assessment is provided. We are uncerlain of whether the
site has been previously ' determined eligible or
potentially eligible. Regardless of previous assessments
or current damage conhaclors, must b.e warned that this
area is not to be used for construction staging, vehicle
parlcing or turn-arounds, or in any other way impacted.
Moreover, the airport staH must be warned that all
activities on this site should cease.

Data Sets

Site 31MA77 has yielded a variety of data
sets, including pottery from at least four distinct
cultural period.a: Pigeon, Connestee, Pisgah, and

Qualia. In addition, there is evidence that Archaic
occupations may also

he present either on the

site or

immediately north of the APE, Material. recovered
include not only pottery, but also hthic material.,
including both quartz and chert. Brief examination of
these data sets suggests that they may reveal intrasite

distribution, with mutually exclusive recovery areas for

and the series continue to be described in rather vague

the Pisgah and Qualia remains. This may suggest

terms (moderate amounts of arushed quartz, abundant

discrete occupation areas or zones within the site.

sand, fine paste, and so forth). More attention lo careful
documentation of paste may help in distinguishing not

The shovel testing also sugge.ts that features
may

be present as

only type~, but ako temporal variation.

an additional data set, especially in

the central portion of the field where there has been
coruriderable deposition from dcwnslope erosion. In this
area features may have been covered up and preserved

from the effects of modern plowing. If this scenario is
correct, it is possible that both Pisgah and Qualia
occupation areas have been preserved.

The smgle test plt m the Iotla Branch
floodplam al this site also reveals considerable depth,
with cultural materials found throughout. This may
indicate that the creek has periodically flooded and

Naturally there are a range of significant
anthropological and bioarchaeological questions which
·can be addressed should burials be identified at the site.
of.course,

if human remains are identified at the site it

will

be necessary to comply with North Carolina
General Statutes 70-26 lo 70-40, which require the
office of Stale Archaeology lo consult with the North
Carolina Commission of Indian Affairs and the Eastern
Band ~f Cherokee Indians.
Evaluation of Integrity

covered occupation zones in this area. The moiBt soili

in this zone may also offer enhanced phytohth and
pollen preservation.

Of COUIEe, the site has not produced evidence
of floral or faunal remains and, in fact, the heavy
cultivation wculd hkely preclude the identification of
such materials in any context outside of features.

Likewise, the site has not yielded evidence of human
remains, but again these are likely to be preserved only

in features. While the site le.ting suggests that such
features may be present, it has not demorutrated -their
existence or documented their density.

The current research sugge:rls that some

portions of the field (and probably site) have been
extensively damaged by heavy cultivation. This is most
clearly obaerved in the northwestern corner of the field
where steep slopes combined with row agriculture have
resulted in extensive erosion and the loss of the entire A

horizon. Today the .Ap horizon consiBls of underlying
clay subsoil. Much of the soil from this portion of the
field is found at the base of the slope and may be serving
to protect other areas of the site. Similar, although far
less severe erosion is seen in some portions of the

southern edge of the site.
The sherds identified from the shovel tests ar~

ConteAi and Research Questiolli3

have

exceedingly small. I~ the entire collection there are
probably only 10 specim.em over an inch in size. This

e.tablished a fairly detailed context foe the Pisgah and

clearly dccumenls the effects of decades of cultivation.

Qualia cultures and there is, of course, much more
literature which we have not at this time incorporated.
The range of appropriate research questions include

The plowzane remainB are of regrettably little assistance
in addressing signi&cant archaeological research

The

previous

background

diaeu$siona

documentation of hamlets and farrn.teads, most
particularly with supplemental research that contributes
to our understanding of their dispersion across the
landscape, internal organization, and subsiatence base.
There also remains a variety of questions

concerning variability in both Pisgah and Qualia
pottery. Fm example, while there has been considerable
attention directed to decorative and rim attributes, there
seems to have been little attention paid to issues of paste

questioru. They should be able to help guide ue lo site
cores or concentrations,

but may offer relatively little

additional assistance.

.AB a result, our evaluation of integrity is mi""ed
ancL without more information concerning the presence
of featureE<, we can offer relatively few conclusions.
Site Asse9sment

Based on the currently available information,
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we must recommend the Bite potentially eligible for
inclusion on the National RegiBter. There is enough

evidence to suggest, but not pr~, that features and
even burials may

be present

and preserved in at least

Bame porlionB of the Bite. What is needed is additional
investigation to allow us to determine, with some degree
of certainty, that features are present.

Of couxse, it may be that with the information
available concerning tb site, and its potential
significance, that alternative plans will be considered

and the Bile

will

not be impacted. In which case, no

if alternative
plans are not feasible and it is necessary to complete the
assessment so the effect: on the site can be considered
further evaluation is necessary. However,

and appropriate means of minimizing that effeot can be
detennined, then additional site investigations

wJl be

necessary.

31MA342-

A. previoUJ1ly disCUJleed, since 31MA342 ii> not
within the APE, no assesBIDent of the site (beyond the
comments above) will be offered. However, all
construction activities must avoid tbs site. It may not

be used for staging,. for construction parking, for
equipment maintenance or tum.-araunds, ±or fueling, or

for ony ground dii>turbing activity.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The

26.6

acre proposed airport expansion at
the Macon County Airport was investigated using
intensive shovel testing. The survey waa conducted

using transec!B spaced at 50 feet, with shovel tests
excavated at 50 foot intervals along the transec!B on the
east side of lotla Branch and using 100 foot lransec!B
with shovel tests every 100 feet on the west side.

The site assessment indicates that

tbs site is

potentially eligible for inclusion on the National
Register of Historic Places. Necessary to make a
conclusive
evaluation,
however,
is
additional
information on the presence,, and condition, of features
which may be present at the site.

31MA342
The survey tract is located in the central
portion of Macon County in westena North Carolina in
the Blue Ridge physiographic region. The topography
in the project area is best described as a rolling terrace

above the floodplain of both lotla Branch (which
bisects the survey tract) and lotla Creek (which flows

Site 31MA342 was found to besituated east of
the APE and no artifacts were found in any of the
shovel tests east of lotla Branch. Further pedestrian
investigatioru suiigest that this site has heen damaged by
previoUB airport construction and maintenance work. It

Two archaeological sites, 31MA17 and
31 MA342 were potentially located within the area of
proposed effect (APE). The investigations were designed

also appears to be larger than initially reported, covering
areas to the east and wes:t of the old roadbed running
into the aiiport from the north. Examination of
Egloff' s early survey documents al.a auggests that he
may have found some artifacts in this are,,, although

to examine these sites.

they were never given a site number,

south- of the project area).

Fiiulinp"s

This site has heen previously determined at

31MA77

least potentially eligible and no further assessment has
been conduoted during this investigation.

Site 31MA77 was originally reported by Egloff
in 1965 and was identilied as a predominately Qualla
site situated in a plowed field. Since that time the
Macon County Airport was conslruoted to the east of
the site and Mount Olive Road was built through the
southern third of the site. In addition, since Egloff

Reco:rmne:nd.ations

visited the site it has been Plowed 35 more years.

feasible means of avoiding impact to this site), then it
will be necessary lo conduct Phase II testing at the site.

Our investigation of the site resulted in the
excavation of 86 shovel tests al 100 foot intervals. The
site produced a range of primarily Pisgah and Qualla
pottery, although early Pigeon and Connestee wares
were also pt"esent. Much erosion has occurred on the
northwestern fringe of the site, with some erosion also
occun:ing al the southeastern comer. We al.a conducted

a pedestrian survey which rc>vealed that the site extends
across Mount Olive Road.

31MA77
If a determination of site eligibility al
31MA77 is necessary (i.e., if there is no prudent and

The North Carolina Office of State Archaeology should
but in

be involved in developing the scope for this work,
general we recommend two general activities.

First, there should be at least 10 5-foot units
excavated, tw<!> units each in the two major Qualia
concentrations: and two units each in the three Pisgah
concentmtiona. The goal of these excavations will be to
evaluate plowzone artifact content, develop additional
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information on the erosional deposition at the site, and

conBtruclion activities until such time as pennission is

determine more precisely the depth of probable stripping

granted by the lead federal agency in consultation with

in each area.

the State Historic Preservation Office.

Second, there should be at lem five areas
stripped of plowzone soil using mechanical means. I
notice that in the past Macon County h.. provided a
self-loading paddle pan with rubber tires for the removal
of plowzone al another archaeological site. Thia sort of
equipment would be ideal. The recommended approach

will

be to create an east-west cut to verify site

boundaries and distribution of features, followed by at
least four north-south cuts. This should provide a fairly
even overview of the extent, number, and condition of
features present at the site.

Third, some consideration should be given,

during thia testing phase, to al.o exploring the potential
of the site to yield pollen, phytoliths, and geological
data. We believe that ii would be appropriate to
incorporate some preliminary work at

this stage in order

31MA342
While this site does not appear lo be within the
APE, we strongly recommend that it be clearly marked
on all plan sheets, again with inBtruoHons that no
ground disturbing activities take place in this area. In
particular, it may not be used for staging, for
construction parking, for equipment maintenance or

turn-around., for fueling, or for any ground disturbing
activity. We recommend that ii be fenced during
aonstruclion activities since a physical barrier is often
superior to verbal notifications or warnings on plan
sheets.
General Reconunendations
The only areas incorporated in

this survey are

to belier understand the potential for ad.litional work lo

those clearly shown in Figmes 8 and 10. There are a

address significant research questions.

number of additional archaeological sites at the eastern
end of the airport. If there is any possibility of

We should note that all features must be
plotied and photographed during thia Phase II stage,
but none will be removed. At the completion of the

construction staging elsewhere on the airport facilities,
it is critical that these staging areas be examined for
archaeological sites.

testing, the exposed areas of the site must

be covered

with filter fabric and reburied. A report of the
investigations

must

be

prepared,

along

with

recommendations concerning sita eligibility. A± that
point ii will be possible lo determine if it ;,, feasible to
conduct data recovery excaval:ions as a means of site

mitigation. It will also be possible at that point lo
determine whether there is a need to invoke North

Carolina's Unmarked Human Burial and Human
Skeletal Remains Protection Act.
It is important lo emphasize that until such
fune

aF

a determine is made, no ground disturbing

activities should take place on the site.

This

does not

preclude continued cultivation, so long as no

deep

subsoil plowing is undertaken. It does preclude, with the
expressed written permission of the state historic
preserv-ation office any borings or soil tests, as well as
any grading or other construction rekted activities. The

site boundaries should be noted on plan sheets and
clearly marked as an area to be avoided by all
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It is possible that archaeological remains may
be encountered. elsewhere in the survey tract during
construction. Constrnclion crewa should be advised to
report any discoveries of concentrations of artifacts
(such as bottles, ceramics, or projectile points) to the
project engineer, who should in tum report the material
to the State Historic Preservation Office, or Chicora

Foundation (the process of dealing with late discoveries
is discussed in 36CFR800.13(b)(3)). No further land
altering activities should take place in the vicinity of
these discoveries until they have been examined by an
archaeologist and, if necessary, have been processed

according lo 36CFR800.13(b)(3).
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